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Abstract

When a computer displays the word "football" on a page, it does not
understand it to be a popular sport, but instead it simply sees a sequence
of letters: f, o, o, t, b, a, l, l. The computer has no notion of what those
letters mean. In Natural Language Processing, the modern approach for
word representation is to build a special vector space, called an embedding
space, where every word is represented by its own 200-dimensional vector.
In this proposed vector space, words with similar meanings would have
close vectors, which would enable the computer to easily determine how
similar two words are.

In 2013, Google released a tool called word2vec which could be trained
on data to learn an embedding space that was able to go one step further for
the structure of its word embeddings. They found that vector operations
were able to capture semantic transformations, most famously, analogies
could be performed with simple vector addition :

vecKing − vecMan + vecWoman ≈ vecQueen

where vecw is the embedding for a given word w.
One issue with word2vec’s learning algorithm is that it learns exactly

one embedding per word. Although this may sound desirable at first, con-
sider the word "bank", which has multiple, entirely unrelated senses, includ-
ing:

1. financial institution
2. river bank.

Rather than having a jack-of-all-trades vector for "bank" that tries to sat-
isfy both concepts at once, it would be better to give each concept its own
dedicated embedding.

In this thesis, I propose an extension of the word2vec algorithm to auto-
matically detect various word senses and learn an embedding for each one.
This approach uses a sequential clustering algorithm which I engineered
to learn how many senses each word should have. The result is a sense-
aware representation for words which can improve performance on tasks
that require word sense disambiguation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP), is the subfield of Artificial Intelligence
that deals with understanding human language. In contrast to artificial
and computer languages – which are typically precise and unambiguous –
natural language is often defined by its ambiguity.

Language’s vagueness is what makes it so useful for people to commu-
nicate with: rather than specifying every little detail, some things are left
unsaid. For instance, if you and I were talking and I said "I sat down to
eat breakfast and while I was reading the paper, I saw that your car was
towed." you would not care whether I had finished eating breakfast before
reading the paper - you’d understand the story anyway.

However, this under-specificity of natural language that makes it a chal-
lenging and interesting task for researchers. Computers have great diffi-
culty in dealing with ambiguity – even in probabilistic scenarios, the prob-
abilities are always clearly specified in order to assess the situation. The
field of NLP is concerned with how we can represent and understand all of
the naturally occurring phenomena in language.

One of the earliest successes at Computational Linguistics was the use
of statistical tools to analyze the structure of language. Eventually, the field
began to adopt the tools of statistical Machine Learning (for tasks such as
Machine Translation and Sentiment Analysis) to the point where some may
even consider the field of NLP to be a proper subset of Machine Learning
(ML). ML is concerned with statistical pattern recognition to understand
and predict common structures in data.

By utilizing statistical methods, NLP researchers moved away from human-
specified rule-based systems and began creating algorithms to automati-
cally detect trends and patterns in the data. By aggregating over many,
many examples, tools began to learn fairly effective techniques for process-
ing the ambiguity of language.

1.2 Word Embeddings

In order for a computer to understand sentences, paragraphs, and stories,
it should probably start by understanding individual words. When a com-
puter displays the word "football" on a page, it does not understand it to be
the popular sport, but instead it simply sees a sequence of letters: f, o, o, t,
b, a, l, l. Using this letter sequence as a representation would be very prob-
lematic for a computer program when trying to understand what "football"
means.
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FIGURE 1.1: A typical word embedding space. Each data
point is a 200-dimensional vector corresponding to a word
in the dictionary. Similar words are nearby in the vector
space. The blue points are no different from the red points

aside from displaying their corresponding words.

A solution to this challenge is to build a special vector space for words,
where every word is represented by its own 200-dimensional vector, as
demonstrated in Figure 1.1. We can see that in this proposed vector space,
the word "quarterback" is very close to "football", whereas "brook" is much
farther away. For terminology, this is called an embedding space, and every
word vector is called a word embedding.

In 2013, Google released a tool named word2vec which could be trained
on data to learn an embedding space like the one proposed in Figure 1.1
(Mikolov et al., 2013). In fact, this embedding space was able to go one
step further in the structure of its word embeddings. Google found that
the vector operations were able to capture semantic transformations, most
famously analogies could be performed with simple vector addition :

vecKing − vecMan + vecWoman ≈ vecQueen

where vecw is the embedding for a given word w (Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig,
2013). This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1.2, where we can see the
angle between the embeddings of "King" and "Queen" is similar to the angle
between the embeddings of "Man" and "Woman"1.

1.3 Word Sense

One issue with word2vec’s learning algorithm is that it learns exactly one
embedding per word. Although this may sound desirable at first, consider

1This illustration was taken from the blog "The amazing power of word vectors"
https://blog.acolyer.org/2016/04/21/the-amazing-power-of-word-vectors/
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FIGURE 1.2: Demonstration of the famous "Man is to King
as Woman is to ???" analogy using word2vec vector addi-

tion.

the word "bank", which has multiple, completely unrelated senses, includ-
ing:

1. financial institution
2. river bank

We can see that in Figure 1.1, that although the embedding for "bank" is
closer to its dominant (financial) sense, it lives in an uneasy average be-
tween its two distinct concepts: the "financial" cluster and the "river" cluster.
Recent work from Stanford has shown that the use of sense-aware embed-
dings has been able to demonstrate improve natural language understand-
ing in some scenarios (Li and Jurafsky, 2015).

In Figure 1.4, we can visualize the proposed effect of of a sense-aware
word embedding model. Rather than having a jack-of-all-trades embed-
ding for "bank" that tries to satisfy both concepts at once, we can see that
two separate vectors for bank have been created, each one nicely fitting in

FIGURE 1.3: A visual depiction of two senses of the word
"bank".
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its respective sense.

FIGURE 1.4: Sense-Aware word embeddings. Rather than
having one representation for "bank", this model has multi-
ple embeddings, which allows each one to better fit with its

appropriate sense.

1.4 Goal

I propose a model to build a sense-aware word embedding space. This
model will use a clustering algorithm to cluster the contexts that a word
appears in. Through these clustered contexts, the model will be able auto-
matically discover how many senses each word should have.

The rest of this work is organized as follows:

1. Chapter 2 describes previous work in sense-agnostic word embed-
dings, sense-aware word embeddings, and clustering

2. Chapter 3 walks through my experiments and algorithm for how to
learn sense-aware embeddings

3. Chapter 4 describes the results of my experiments in comparison to
other algorithms

4. Chapter 5 Summarizes my work with concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2

Previous Work

2.1 word2vec

In 2013, Google released word2vec, a tool for learning high-quality word
embeddings very quickly (Mikolov et al., 2013). This was the first major
work that was able to train on billions of words in a reasonable amount of
time, which resulted in very powerful, general vectors.

Note that the original word2vec paper described two neural network
architectures (Continuous Bag-of-Words and Skip-Gram) and two training
objectives (Hierarchical Softmax and Negative Sampling). For this thesis,
I only consider the Skip-Gram architecture with the Negative Sampling
training objective (SGNS). For discussion on the alternatives, please see the
original paper.

2.1.1 Intuition

One of the main inspirations for all modern word vector models come from
the Distributional Hypothesis: “you shall know a word by the company it

FIGURE 2.1: An illustration of the Distributional Hypoth-
esis. Notice that the words “car” and “truck” tend to
co-occur with many similar words, such as “wheels” and

“drive”.
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FIGURE 2.2: The student correctly believes that both pic-
tures are of cats.

keeps” (Firth 1957). In other words, one can understand a lot about what a
word means by considering which other words it tends to co-occur with.

This is demonstrated in Figure 2.1, which enumerates some typical uses
of the words “car” and “truck”. We can observe that both of these words
co-occur with related concepts like “drive” and “wheels”. In addition,
some differences tend to emerge, such as how “car” appears with “shiny”,
whereas “truck” co-occurs with “strong”. As you see more and more ex-
amples, the co-occurence statistics of a word w with a word in its context c
begin to characterize how strong of a relationship the two words share.

The insight of word2vec is that rather than directly counting these co-
occurence relationships, it phrases the them as the question ‘How likely are
wordsw and c to co-occur¿” (Baroni, Dinu, and Kruszewski, 2014; Goldberg
and Levy, 2014). Certainly, we would expect that a good representation
would understand that words like “car” and “drive” are likely to co-occur,
and it would learn a suitable representation to reflect that.

However, it is not enough that our model is simply able to recognize
when two words co-occur. As analogy, consider the following scenario in
Figure 2.2 where a teacher is trying to test whether a student knows what a
cat is. We can see that the student successfully recognizes that both pictures
are of cats. However, when we consider Figure 2.3, we see that perhaps the
student simply answers yes to every question. Not only does the student
need to recognize when something is a cat, but they must also recognize

FIGURE 2.3: The student incorrectly believes the picture is
of a cat.
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FIGURE 2.4

when something isn’t one.
Similarly, word2vec is able to learn word vectors that can identify both

when the (w,c) pair is likely - as in the case (car, drive)) - and when the pair
is unlikely (as is in the case (car, curled)). This is learned using the process
of “Negative Sampling”, because every “bad” word pair is a negative exam-
ple that we create. When reading through text, certainly the (w, c) pairs that
it sees do co-occur, but how do we teach the computer all of the words that
do not co-occur. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.4, where false (w, c)
are generated by replacing the center word “truck’ with randomly chosen
words from the vocabulary, such as “potato’ and “bag”.

2.1.2 Training Objective

Formally, for a vocabulary V and a dimension size d, word2vec learns two
matrices W,C ∈ |V |xd. There are two matrices because for a (w, c) pair,
the word and the context are each embedded in a different vector space.
Typically, the final word embeddings are taken to be W , although research
has shown that averaging the two matrices’ embeddings has can improve
the quality of the final word vectors (Pennington, Socher, and Manning,
2014; Levy, Goldberg, and Dagan, 2015).

The probability that a given (w, c) pair truly occurs in the text is given
by

P (w|c) = σ(Ww · Cc)

where:

• Ww is the word embedding for word w

• Cc is the context embedding for word c

• · is the standard vector dot product
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• σ is the logistic function, defined as

σ(z) =
1

1 + exp(−z)

Therefore, the training objective for word2vec (Negtaive Sampling) seeks
to maximize the probability of true (w, c) pairs while also minimizing the
likelihood of of randomly generated false (w, c′) pairs. For a given (w, c)
pair, the cost is:

objective(Ww, Cc) = σ(Ww · Cc) + Σc′ − σ(Ww · Cc′)

where the negative samples, c′ are sampled from the “Noise distribu-
tion’ PNoise. This probability distribution is a hyperparameter of the model,
much like the dimension size and context window size.

As observed in a brilliant paper by Levy and Goldberg, this objective
function is non-convex because we are learning both the W and C matri-
ces. If either W or C were held constant, then this would reduce to logistic
regression, and the optimization would be convex. However since both ma-
trices are learnable parameters, gradient descent-based algorithms do not
guarantee a global optimum, though in practice this does not seem to be an
issue. (Goldberg and Levy, 2014).

2.1.3 Computing the Gradients

In order to learn high-quality word embeddings, we use a Machine Learn-
ing algorithm called Gradient Descent. The basic idea is simple: we define a
cost function, J , which takes our learnable parameters, θ, as inputs. Once
the cost function has been defined, we then find the value of θ that makes
the cost as low as possible.

Consider Figure 2.5, where our cost function is defined as the squiggly
2-dimensional surface in 3-dimensional space1. In this case, the input, θ is

1This image was taken from Andrew Ng’s Coursera course on Machine Learning
https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning/.

FIGURE 2.5: A demonstration of the gradient “hill climb-
ing’ algorithm. The hiker starts at the top (red) point and
continues to walk down in the direction of steepest descent

until it reaches a minimum point (purple).
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the (x, y) floor position, and the associated cost is the height of the surface
at that location (i.e. red indicates costs are high/bad). One simple way to
find an (x, y) parameter configuration that minimizes this cost is to pick a
random initial guess for (x, y) (in the figure, that would be the black point
in the red region) and iteratively improve it by traveling “down hill”. Every
move we make brings us to a new spot on the hill, where we again find the
direction of steepest descent and travel in that direction. Eventually, we
will reach a minimum, just as we do in the purple region of Figure 2.5.2

In the case of word2vec, the θ parameters are our word embeddings,
which we are successively improving. We do this by starting with an ini-
tial, random guess and iteratively updating our guess using the gradient, ∂J∂θ
of our cost function. What makes the gradient useful is that by subtracting
it, we are able to travel in the direction of steepest descent. Using the gra-
dient’s direction, we then decide how large of a step size to take with our
“learning rate” α:

θ(i+1) = θ(i) + α ∗ ∂J
∂θ

To train these embeddings, we define our cost function (which we want
to minimize) to be the opposite of the objective function objective from
above (which we want to maximize):

J = −objective = −σ(Ww · Cc) + Σc′σ(Ww · Cc′)

Using the chain rule, as explained in detail by (Rong, 2014), we can reach
the conclusion that the gradients (i.e. the derivative of the cost function
with respect to our parameters) for word-context pair (w, c) and negative
examples NEGS are:

∂J

∂Ww
= Σj∈{w}∪NEGS [(σ(Ww · Cj)− tj) ∗ Cj ]

∂J

∂Cj
= (σ(Ww · Cj)− tj) ∗Ww

where:

• tj is either 0 or 1 depending on whether j is a positive sample or a
negative sample:

tj =

{
1 : j = w
0 : j ∈ NEGS

2.1.4 Hyper-parameters

One criticism of the original word2vec paper was that it had so many hy-
perparameters that needed to be tuned in a seemingly ad-hoc manner. Each
hyperparameter would have an effect on the quality of the resulting em-
beddings, so it became very important to understand the role that each one
played in how the training processes developed.

2Note, however that this could be a local minimum if the function is not “convex’ AKA
bowl-shaped.
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FIGURE 2.6: Depiction of context windows (red) of sizes 1,
2, and 4.

dimensionality

How large should the word embeddings be? Larger dimension vectors
(300-1000 dimensional) are better able to capture meaningful relationships
than smaller vectors (25-100 dimensional), however larger vectors require
both longer training and more data.

alpha

The learning rate. For word2vec, this learning rate decreases as you see
more data. This is a standard practice in Machine Learning, with the hope
being that early, large gradient descent updates move the parameters into
the right area of space and smaller, later steps allow for a more fine-grained
tuning.

context window

When we consider the word-context pairs, (w, c), in the training data, we
need to decide how “large” of a window around w should we consider.
Figure 2.6 demonstrates examples for context windows of sizes 1, 2, and 4.
In the case of size = 2, we have the following four (w, c) pairs:

1. (car, on)
2. (car, the)
3. (car, are)
4. (car, new)

In deciding an appropriate window size, we must consider the trade off
between large windows (more likely to gather important words) and small
windows (less likely to gather lots of useless “clutter” words). In practice,
the window often ranges from 5 to 10 words.

In word2vec, the maximum window size N is specified as a hyperpa-
rameter but actual window size for a given word ni is a random number
from 1 toN . It has been argued that this randomly sampled, “dynamic win-
dow size” enhances the ability for the model to generalize, perhaps when
given sufficient data (Goldberg and Levy, 2014).

min-count

A threshold for how many times a word must appear in order to learn an
embedding for it. When training embeddings, the vectors are not set after
one or two updates, it can take thousands of updates per word to learn a
high-quality representation. If a word w only occurred 1 or 2 times ever in
a text, then not only is it probably a misspelling/typo of some kind, but it
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would also be impossible to learn a satisfactory and general embedding for
it; there just wouldn’t be enough examples. This min-count hyperparame-
ter helps eliminate words that are too rare.

subsampling rate

Much like the min-count hyperparameter, the subsampling rate t controls
another step for pre-processing the training text. The idea behind subsam-
pling is that words that are too frequent (e.g. “a” and “the” ) really contain
no information at all about the kind of words that appear in w’s context; af-
ter all, “a” and “the” appear in virtually every word’s context. Subsampling
is a pre-processing step made to eliminate many of these “useless” words
in favor of “content words”. Subsampling is a probabilistic procedure that
considers every word in the text, one at a time, and the more frequent a
word is, the more likely it will be discarded. The chance of discarding word
wi that occurs with frequency f(wi) is described as:

Pdiscard(wi) = 1−

√
t

f(wi)

This strategy will “aggressively” remove words that occur more frequently
than the specified threshold3.

By eliminating the less-informative words as a pre-processing step, we
are able to effectively increase the window of (content) words that appears
in the context of a word (Goldberg and Levy, 2014).

negative samples

How many negative samples to consider for each word. This is a trade off
between speed and quality. By specifying many negative samples, you can
learn more fine-grained vectors but at the cost of slower performance. An
ordinary value is often 10-15 negative samples for every positive one.

noise distribution

This is the distribution Pnoise(w) from which we generate our negative sam-
ples. If we chose the uniform distribution, then every word would be
equally likely as a negative sample. Another natural choice might be the
unigram distribution, where the probability of choosing a negative sample
is proportional to how frequently that word appears in the training data.
However, it has been empirically found to work best when the distribution
is a distortion of the unigram distribution:

PNoise(w) ∝ PUnigram(w)
3
4

epochs

How many epochs to do through your data. Training with 2 epochs means
that you would read through the entire training data twice over.

3It should be said that, DESPITE what the word2vec paper claims, the subsam-
pling formula it uses in practice is actually slightly different https://www.quora.com/
How-does-sub-sampling-of-frequent-words-work-in-the-context-of-Word2Vec

https://www.quora.com/How-does-sub-sampling-of-frequent-words-work-in-the-context-of-Word2Vec
https://www.quora.com/How-does-sub-sampling-of-frequent-words-work-in-the-context-of-Word2Vec
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FIGURE 2.7: Vector space of the contexts that the word
“run” appears in. Notice that different clusters naturally

indicate different senses.

2.2 Clustering

In order to induce word senses, we need to identify the different kinds of
contexts that a word is used. If we consider all of the occurrences of a word,
we would start to see naturally-forming clusters. As an example, Figure 2.7
illustrates that we can separate the different uses of the word “run” into
various clusters, with each cluster corresponding to a different sense.

2.2.1 Instance Context Embeddings

In order to cluster these occurrences, we need a way to embed all of the
contexts into Instance Context Embeddings (ICEs) like the one described
above in Figure 2.7. For this work, I embed the context words S of a word
w to form its ICE as follows:

ICE(S) =
1

|S|
∗ Σi(

1

|i− j|
∗ 1

freq(Si)
∗ CSi)

where:

• j is the index of the center word w

• Si is the i-th word of context S

• freq(Si) is the number of times that word Si appears in the training
data

• CSi is the context embedding for word Si

This representation is a weighted average of the context embeddings for
the words within the context. This strategy has several desriable properties,
in particular the constituent embeddings:
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1. are down-weighted based on how frequently they appear. This pe-
nalizes common words like “a” and “the” and allows rarer words to
have a larger contribution (Huang et al., 2012).

2. are down-weighted based on their distance from the center word w.
This allows more relevant, closer context words to contribute more to
the ICE.

This ICE representation was chosen through some initial empirical tests.
This representation for contexts is used for every implementation through-
out this work.

2.2.2 Batch Clustering

Batch clustering algorithms are the typical clustering approaches that you
might learn in an Introduction to Machine Learning course. As indicated by
Figure 2.8, this problem is defined as: given all data points upfront, parti-
tion them into clusters. In this work, I use two batch clustering algorithms,
k-means and agglomerative clustering.

K-means

The k-means algorithm is a greedy approach to try to find a clustering/partition
S of k clusters for a dataset to minimize the within-cluster sum of square
differences:

arg min
S

Σk
i=1Σx∈Si ||x− µi||2

where µi is the centroid for cluster i.
The algorithm begins by randomly intializing the cluster k centroids.

It then iterates between an assignment step and update step until conver-
gence:

• the assignment step assigns each point pi to the cluster of the closest
centroid:

zi = arg min
j∈[1..k]

||p− µj ||2

FIGURE 2.8: General setup for batch clustering.
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• the update step re-computes the µ centroids using the new clusters
defined from the previous assignment step:

µi =
Σp∈Si p

|Si|

As was mentioned earlier, this strategy is greedy, and cannot guarantee that
it will minimize the sum of squared distances objective defined above. In
fact, the final clustering depends very strongly on having a “good enough”
random initialization of the centroids µ. Although this strategy is very fast
for a clustering algorithm, its performance’s dependence on a good initial-
ization can be problematic.

Agglomerative

Agglomerative clustering is a “bottom up” approach for learning a hierar-
chical representation for your data. It begins by placing every data point in
a singleton cluster and successively merging the closest clusters4. By work-
ing bottom-up, this algorithm starts with very tight clusters and slowly
merges them into larger groups. This process results in very coherent clus-
ters, by definition.

2.2.3 Stream Clustering

In contrast to batch clustering, stream clustering algorithms are not given
the full dataset ahead of time. Instead, stream clustering approaches must
see one point at a time and decide on-the-spot which cluster it should be
assigned to. Certainly this task is more challenging than batch clustering
because it does not get to exploit any known structure about the full dataset.
In addition, stream clustering algorithms (as they are used here) cannot
reconsider and update the cluster assignment for a given point that it sees5.

Sequential K-means

With a simple modification, we can extend the k-means algorithm to handle
a stream of data points one at a time.

Just as in the batch version, we begin by randomly initializing centroids
µ1, ... , µk. When the i-th data point, pi arrives, its assignment, zi, is set to
be the cluster of the centroid that it is closest to.

zi = arg min
j
||µj − pi||2

We then increment the number of points, Nzi , assigned to that cluster, up-
date the running sum of all of the points in that cluster, and compute the
new centroid.

N (new)
zi = N (old)

zi + 1

4the choice for what makes to clusters “close” is a hyperparameter of the algorithm. For
instance, once could compare cluster distances by using their centroid distances.

5though perhaps a general clustering algorithm could “redo” previous predictions, our
cluster assignments will be used for deciding which parameters of a model should be up-
dated, which affect all future decisions and cannot easily be undone.
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sum(new)
zi = sum(old)

zi + pi

µ(new)zi =
sum

(new)
zi

N
(new)
zi

By storing a running total of the sum of all points in the cluster, we
are able to compute the centroid very quickly and with only O(1) space.
This allows us to easily stream through the data and adjust our clusters as
needed.

Chinese Restaurant Process

Two major drawbacks for an approach like sequential k-means are that:
1. the random initialization could yield clusters very inappropriate for

the data
2. the number of clusters must be known beforehand

Both of these concerns are addressed by the Chinese Restaurant Process
(CRP) (Blei, Frazier, and Mukherjee, 2007).

Imagine there is a Chinese restaurant with an unlimited number of ini-
tially empty tables numbered 1, 2, 3, ... . The tables will represent the clus-
ters in this analogy. When the first customer shows up, they are seated at
table 1 with probability P (z1 = 1) = 1.0. For every customer after that, their
probability to sit each table is directly proportional to how many customers
are already sitting at that table. If there are currently k occupied tables so
far (where a given table has Nk people sitting there), then the probability

FIGURE 2.9: An illustration of the probabilistic table as-
signments in the Chinese Restaurant Process. The new cus-
tomer (green) has a probability to sit at each table based on
how many existing customers (red) are already there, and a

1/i chance to sit at a new table.
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that customer i will sit at table is given by:

P (zi = t) ∝
{
Nt : t ≤ k
1 : t = k + 1

This process is illustrated in Figure 2.9, where for each iteration, the cus-
tomer (green) choses to sit at a table of size Nt with probability Nt

i . For
instance, we see in iteration i = 4, the new customer has chances 2

4 and 1
4 at

sitting at tables 1 and 2, respectively, and a 1
4 chance of sitting at their own

table.
This process exhibits a “rich get richer” property, where the most pop-

ular tables are the most likely to acquire new customers. As a result, the
chance of forming new tables after seeing many customers is reasonably
low.

Clustering CRP

One concern about the above strategy is that points are grouped together
based on table sizes, regardless of how similar they are at all. This property
of exchangeability is useful for connecting CRP mixtures to Dirichlet Pro-
cess mixtures, but would make for a very ineffective clustering strategy. To
adapt this model for clustering data, the probability of sitting at a new table
is weighted by how well that customer would “fit in” at table t with some
similarity score St:

P (zi = t) ∝
{
St ∗Nt : t ≤ k
1 : t = k + 1

We can now see that this approach addresses both issues faced by se-
quential k-means: the clusters are determined by the datapoints rather than
randomly initially centroids, and the number of parameters is learned to be
the appropriate number rather than set in advance.

Distance-Dependent Chinese Restaurant Process

The Distance-Dependent Chinese Restaurant Process (dd-CRP) is a sim-
ple, more flexible extension of CRP (Blei and Frazier, 2011). When a new
customer pi arrives, rather than placing a probability distribution over the
k tables, dd-CRP places a distribution over the i − 1 previous customers
(and again with one unit reserved for the “new table” branching).

P (ci = j) ∝
{
sim(pi, pj) : j < i
1 : j = i

where sim(pi, pj) is a similarity score between two datapoints (such as
cosine similarity of vectors). When the new customer i is assigned to a par-
ticular previous customer j, then they join j at table number zj . If customer
i is assigned to itself, then this results in a new table being formed.

zi =

{
zj : j < i
k + 1 : j = i

where k is the total number of tables currently occupied.
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It is interesting to note that when every customer is equally far away
from every other customer, then this reduces back to ordinary CRP.

2.3 Sense-Aware Word Embeddings

This goal of this thesis is to learn sense-aware word embeddings. Before
describing my proposed approach in Chapter 3, I explore some previous
strategies.

2.3.1 Previous Approaches

Huang, Socher, Manning, and Ng (2012)

In an early (pre-word2vec) attempt at multi-sense word embeddings, this
paper proposed a two-pass approach where they:

1. learn vanilla embeddings using a neural network.
2. induce a 10 senses per word by clustering instance context embed-

dings with sperichal k-means clustering.
3. annotate the training data with the induced senses (e.g. so that bank-0

and bank-1 are two entirely separate tokens).
4. train a new set of embeddings on this sense-annotated dataset.

This early approach was limited by their fixed-number of senses per word
(Huang et al., 2012).

Chen, Liu, and Sun (2014)

This work also uses a two-pass attempt for learning sense-aware embed-
dings. Their approach was to:

1. learn vanilla embeddings using word2vec’s Skip-Gram.
2. Create prototype sense vectors using the centroid of the content word

embeddings from WordNet glosses.
3. Induce senses on the training data by determining which sense pro-

toype embedding is closest to the embedding of the content words
surrounding the center word (rather than clustering).

4. Train a second pass of word2vec to predict the induced senses
This work improved upon Huang’s model by learning a different number
of senses per word, though it did so with a reliance on a knowledge base
(Chen, Liu, and Sun, 2014).

Neelakantan, Shankar, Passos, and McCallum (2014)

This approach adopted a one-pass training strategy with a non-parametric
number of senses learned for each word, called Non-Parametric Multi-Sense
Skip-Gram (NP-MSSG). For each word they see as they read through the
training data, they consider the distance between the ICE representation
and each sense embedding. They chose the sense for that word to be the
sense with the closest sense embedding, unless every sense vector is far-
ther than some threshold away from the ICE, in which case a new sense
created for that word. This distance thresholding allows them to learn an
appropriate number of senses based on how similar the various contexts
that the word is in are (Neelakantan et al., 2014).
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Li and Jurafsky (2015)

This approach is currently the state-of-the-art method for learning multi-
sense word embeddings (Li and Jurafsky, 2015). It works by using the
modified Chinese Restaurant Process – described above in Section 2.2.3 –
to non-parametrically decide how many senses (tables) each word should
have. The similarity score for each table St is given by the cosine similarity
between the ICE and the t-th sense embedding of word w:

St = cos(W t
w, ICE)

2.3.2 Lessons Learned

Borrowing inspiration from certain aspects of these, my approach is:

• One-Pass. Clusters are learned using a Stream Clustering algorithm
while simultaneously learning embeddings.

• Non-parametric. The number of senses are not specified before hand,
but instead an appropriate number of senses are learned for each in-
dividual word.

• Proper Clustering Some approaches determine word sense assign-
ment based on how well each canidate sense fits in with the context,
rather than by comparing ICEs. This strategy does not extend to gen-
eral clustering of arbitrary data.

• Deterministic. In contrast to CRP probabilistically deciding when to
form a new cluster, my approach branches deterministically based on
a distance threshold, like NP-MSSG.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Re-Implementing word2vec

In ordered to develop and test my proposed algorithms for sense-aware
word embeddings, I needed to first implement vanilla, sense-agnostic word
embeddings. I chose to re-implement the word2vec algorithm as described
in Chapter 2. Because training speed was important for development, I
wrote this project in C++ using the Eigen linear algbrea library.

The training data was the text8 dataset that is released as part of the of-
ficial word2vec package. It contains 17,005,207 tokens. The algorithm’s hy-
perparameters were chosen as follows, and all further sense-aware variants
of my word2vec implementation use the same hyperparameters to allow
for an apples-to-apples comparison:

1. dimension = 200

2. alpha = 0.2

3. window = 8

4. min-count = 5

5. subsample-t = 1e-4

6. epochs = 5

7. k = 10

8. PNoise(w) = PUnigram(w)
3
4

There are two major differences between my implementation and the
original word2vec algrithm. First, I did not decrease the learning rate alpha
as I iterate further through the training corpus. Second, Rather than sam-
pling a window size from [1..window], I chose my window size to always
be the maximum size, as specified by the window hyperparameter.

3.2 Sense-Aware Word Embeddings Using Stream Clus-
tering

Unlike the original word2vec tool, we would like to learn a separate em-
bedding for each word sense. For a vocabulary V and vector dimensions
size d, we want to learn parameters W and C. Just as with the single-sense
version,C is still a |V |×dmatrix, because onlyW learns multiple senses per
word. W , however, is no longer a proper matrix (or tensor), because each
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word now has an unspecified (and possibly different) number of senses.
As a result, Ww is no longer a d-dimensioanl vector, but is instead a list of
d-dimensional vectors W 0

w,W
1
w, ...W

k−1
w – one for each of the k senses that

word w has.
A new hyperparameter of this algorithm is the choice stream clustering

algorithm to use, f(). It is worth pointing out that the clustering algorithms
we have described are used for clustering all of the ICE representations
for a given word. If there are 30,000 words in the vocabulary, then these
models are performing 30,000 different clusterings at once – one for each
word. As a matter of notation, we can consider each of the |V| stream
clusterings to be interfaced using the fw() hyperparameter.

3.2.1 Demo: Assigning Senses During Embedding Training

To clarify, imagine we see the following tokens during training: "I know I
did I think". The following steps are executed:

1. Compute the ICE for the first "I". Call the stream clustering function
f”I”(ICE, 1) and see that, as the first occurrence of the word, this "I"
has been assigned to the first sense: I-0.

2. Compute the ICE for the "know". Call the stream clustering func-
tion f”know”(ICE, 1) and see that, as the first occurrence of the word,
"know" has been assigned to the first sense: know-0.

3. Compute the ICE for the second "I". Call the stream clustering func-
tion f”I”(ICE, 2) and see that, this "I" happened to be assigned to the
second sense: I-1.

FIGURE 3.1: A demonstration of the numerous stream clus-
terings that take place while reading through the training

data.
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4. Compute the ICE for the "did". Call the stream clustering function
f”did”(ICE, 1) and see that, as the first occurrence of the word, "did"
has been assigned to the first sense: did-0.

5. Compute the ICE for the third "I". Call the stream clustering function
f”I”(ICE, 3) and see that, this "I" happened to be assigned to the first
sense: I-0.

6. Compute the ICE for the "think". Call the stream clustering func-
tion f”think”(ICE, 1) and see that, as the first occurrence of the word,
"think" has been assigned to the first sense: think-0.

The scenario above is shown in Figure 3.1, where we can see that there are
currently four distinct stream clusterings. In the "I" clustering, the first and
third ICEs of "I" happened to end up in the same cluster (corresponding to
the first sense I-0). On the other hand, the second ICE of "I" was in its own
cluster (as decided by the hyperparameter clustering algorithm f”I”()) and
was assigned the sense textitI-1.

3.2.2 Modified Cost and Gradients for Sense-Aware Embeddings

This sense assignment step is the only change that is made to the algorithm
for learning word embeddings. When a new word, w, is encountered, its
sense, z, is decided and then that sense embedding, W z

w, is used for com-
puting the cost and gradient updates.

The modified training objective for a (w, c) pair is given by

J = −σ(W z
w · Cc) + Σc′σ(W z

w · Cc′)

where

• z = fw(ICE, i)

• i is the number of times that wordw has appeared in the training data.

Similarly, for word-context pair (w, c) and negative examples NEGS,
the cost function gradients are:

∂J

∂W z
w

= Σj∈{w}∪NEGS [(σ(W z
w · Cj)− tj) ∗ Cj ]

∂J

∂Cj
= (σ(W z

w · Cj)− tj) ∗W z
w

where:

• z = fw(ICE, i)

• i is the number of times that wordw has appeared in the training data.

• tj is either 0 or 1 depending on whether j is a positive sample or a
negative sample:

tj =

{
1 : j = w
0 : j ∈ NEGS

This general strategy is referred to as SAWE-SC in the results section.
All sense-aware embedding experiments where run using this framework,
but with various choices for the stream clustering hyperparameter f().
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3.3 Clustering

In this section, I describe the four clustering algorithms used for learning
sense-aware word embeddings. Each of these methods is a choice of the f()
hyperparameter for the SAWE-SC learning algorithm from Section 3.2.

I began with conventional batch clustering algorithms, as discussed in
Section 3.3.1. In Section 3.3.2 I describe my implementations of three Stream
Clustering algorithms:

1. Jurafsky and Li’s CRP-inspired strategy
2. a variant of dd-CRP
3. an improvement over dd-CRP inspired by its shortcomings (Biscuit).

3.3.1 Batch Clustering

This approach was used as a sanity check to see how sensible a cluster-
based strategy could perform by assigning senses based on ICE clusters.

First, vanilla (sense-agnostic) word embeddings were fully trained on
the training data. These vectors were then used to form ICE representa-
tions for every instance. Each word was then clustered with a choice of
batch clustering algorithm (I tried both k-means and agglomerative). For sim-
plicity, I learned 5 clusters for each word.

These annotated senses are the labels that are sent to the SAWE-SC pro-
cedure when it calls the stream clustering f() hyperparameter. More for-
mally, if the ordered list of sense annotations for all N occurrences of word
w returned by the batch cluster is stored in the list A1, A2, ..., AN , then this
procedure’s f() would be defined as:

fw(ICE, i) = Ai

Really, this is a two-pass learning procedure, because the first pass was
to learn the vanilla word embeddings that were used for clustering ICEs.
Once that clustering has been done, the second pass of training uses those
annotations for decisions of which sense to assign to the i-th occurrence of
word w. Note that because the ICE vectors were clustered during the first
pass, the newly computed ICE vectors which are sent via the f() hyperpa-
rameter are ignored: the sense has already been decided.

For standard batch clustering, I used existing implementations of k-
means and hierarchical agglomerative clustering from the popular scikit-
learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

3.3.2 Stream Clustering

CRP

Because the current state-of-the-art for sense-aware word embeddings uses
a CRP-inspired approach (Li and Jurafsky, 2015), I implemented their algo-
rithm in C++.

Their approach is introduced in Section 2.2.3, where the sense assign-
ment for a particular word is randomly sampled from a probability distri-
bution over the k current tables (senses). Here, we can see that the similarity
function sim() between the datapoint and the table is the cosine similarity
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between the ICE (datapoint) and sense embedding vector (table). There is
also a chance of forming a new table if one samples t = k + 1.

The chance of branching to a new table was described in Section 3.3.2 as
proportional to 1, however it is actually controlled by a branching hyper-
parameter gamma, which I set to γ = 0.3:

fw(ICE, i) ∼ P (zi; ICE)

P (zi = t; ICE) ∝
{

cos(W t
w, ICE) ∗Nt : t ≤ k

γ : t = k + 1

dd-CRP

As was described in Section 3.3.2, the Distance-Dependent Chinese Restau-
rant Process is a simple extension of CRP, where instead of a distribution
over tables (senses), we compute a distribution over customers (other ICEs).
However, this approach would be too expensive to truly apply because
each sense assignment could require hundreds of comparisons to previous
points, which would not be feasible since the SAWE-SC strategy would be
running |V| separate dd-CRP clusterings at once. The attempt to compare
a new datapoint p to all previous points is simply not feasible.

As a result, this implementation of dd-CRP only compares a new point
against select representatives for each sense. The number of representatives
is a hyperparamer. I used 20 representatives per cluster for this work. Let
REPSALL be the set of all representatives. We compute the distribution
over customers as:

ci ∼ P (ci; ICE)

P (ci = j) ∝
{

cos(ICEi, ICEj) : j ∈ REPSALL
γ : j = i

With our customer assignment ci = j, we then have the new datapoint
join point j at table zj :

zi =

{
zj : j < i
k + 1 : j = i

and finally, we return this sense assignment back to the calling SAWE-
SC process.

fw(ICE, i) = zi

Eviction Policy for Representatives

Once a cluster has assigned more than 20 words with the same sense, we
must decide which of the points will serve as that cluster’s representatives.
We do this by assigning a desirability score to each existing representative
and evicting the least desirable one.
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The representative desirability score is inspired by the Negative Sam-
pling objective of rewarding the positive examples and penalizing the neg-
ative examples. The desirability score of a representative r is computed as
follows:

desirability(r) = ||r − P || − Σj ||r −Nj ||

where P is the centroid of the cluster that representative r belongs to
and the Njs are the centroids of all of the other clusters.

This desirability score rewards representatives that are close to the cen-
ter of their cluster, which encourages compactness within clusters. In addi-
tion, it penalizes representatives that are close to the center of other clusters,
which encourages diversity across clusters.

From am implementation standpoint, using cluster representatives is
desirable, because you can allocate a 10xd block of numbers upfront for a
given sense and never have to reallocate memory for that cluster as repre-
sentatives are copied in and out of the allocated memory.

Biscuit

After some initial experiments, I concluded that dd-CRP was not produc-
ing satisfying results. Some of its largest problems seemed to be that the
branching factor was too difficult to tune1 and that its stochastic behavior
tended to assign datapoints to senses that were simply not appropriate.

Driven by the aspects that I thought dd-CRP did poorly, I developed
my own clustering algorithm, Biscuit2. It draws various inspirations from
dd-CRP, sequential k-means, and NP-MSSG (Neelakantan et al., 2014).

Though CRP forms new senses simply by probabilistic chance, Biscuit
uses a threshold strategy that could benefit from knowing how far away the
points typically tend to be (e.g. is it clustering in a very tight space, sparse
space, etc). It begins a pre-processing "peekahead" at the data to inspect the
first 20 data points. It computes all 190 distances between these points, and
sets the median distance to be the "new cluster" threshold T 3.

Just as with dd-CRP, I employ the strategy of maintaining 20 represen-
tative points for each cluster, REPSi. These representatives obey the same
eviction policy described in Section 3.3.2 to encourage diverse, coherent
clusters.

Because dd-CRP also faced an issue involving too many clusters being
formed, Biscuit has a hyperparameter, MAX , that could limit the num-
ber of senses that a given word could learn. For my experiments, I chose
MAX = 5 in order to match the number of clusters learned by the batch
clustering approaches in Section 3.3.1.

When a new datapoint, ICE, arrives to be classified, Biscuit:
1. considers the set of all of representatives that are within the distance

threshold to that point:

REPST = {r ∈ REPSALL : ||r − ICE|| < T}
1it would either yield an unreasonably high number of senses (too large gamma) or only

one sense total (too small gamma).
2a fine name!
3Experimentally, I found that this median was unsurprisingly much larger than the inter-

cluster median distance.
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2. If REPST is non-empty, it determines which cluster contains the rep-
resentative (rather than the cluster centroid) that the new point is clos-
est to.

Rclose = arg min
R∈REPS

min
r∈R
||r − ICE||

3. Alternatively, if no cluster is "close enough", then form a new cluster.

fw(ICE, i) =

{
Rclose : REPST 6= ∅
k + 1 : REPST = ∅

Of all previous clustering algorithms, I think that this approach is most
similar to sequential k-means. However, Biscuit improves upon some of the
flaws of that approach. In addition to non-parametrically learning an ap-
propriate number of clusters, the largest difference between the two is Bis-
cuit’s choice of assignment based on closest representative rather than closest
centroid. By ignoring centroids and instead looking for the closest represen-
tative, Biscuit gains an ability to learn odd-shaped clusters. The k-means
objective – both batch and sequential – suffers from an inability to han-
dle elongated clusters. I see no reason to believe why I should expect the
clusters to be uniformly shaped, and Biscuit’s representative-based com-
parisons allow the clusters to spread out, while still being kept coherent
because of the representative eviction policy.
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Chapter 4

Results

The downstream results for sense-aware experiments that I report in this
work – even those for my implementation of the state-of-the-art method
(CRP) – do not achieve reported state-of-the-art results (58-62% for my re-
sults vs 69% for state-of-the-art). I believe that the main reason for this is
that my vanilla word2vec implementation does not match the original tool
in either speed or quality. This is the first step in the pipeline and its de-
ficiencies limit comparisons against reported state-of-the-art results. How-
ever, because all of my reported implementations are built from the same
vanilla word2vec implementation, they are still comparable to one another,
and I find that the reported state-of-the-art method does indeed achieve the
best results, as would be expected.

4.1 Vanilla word2vec Embeddings

I examine the performance of my implementation of word2vec compared
against the orignal word2vec and a popular python/cython implementa-
tion from the gensim python library (Mikolov et al., 2013; Řehůřek and
Sojka, 2010).

Word vectors were evaluated based on their accuracy on a word anal-
ogy task. The dataset was created by the author of word2vec and contains
19,544 analogies in total (Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig, 2013). Figure 4.1 shows
three examples of the types of analogies contained in the dataset. For this
task, the embeddings chose an answer d to the analogy "a is to b as c is to
???" as:

arg max
d

cos(Wd,Wa −Wb +Wc)

This method finds the word of the embedding that is closest to the result
of the analogy vector addition. This task is especially challenging because

FIGURE 4.1: Three entries from the analogy dataset created
for evaluating word2vec embeddings.
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TABLE 4.1: A head-to-head comparison of my C++
word2vec against two popular existing implementations

My Original gensim
word2vec word2vec word2vec

analogy accuracy 39.2% 50.5% 48.9%

training speed 3.8k words/sec 27.4k words/sec 101.8k words/sec

there are 905 unique words in the dataset, which means that the random
guessing baseline would only achieve 0.1% accuracy.

The results are shown in Table 4.1. We can see that while both popu-
lar implementations of word2vec achieve approximately 50% accuracy, my
implementation only reaches 39%. It is unclear why my version falls ten
points short; although I do not use the official word2vec’s dynamic alpha
or random window size , this was done because they were found to further
limit accuracy. In addition, it was unclear why my C++ implementation
was an order of magnitude slower than the C version, even after extensive
optimization.

Regardless, these number allow us to situate ourselves in where the
downstream experiments stand. We can be sure that my algorithm is work-
ing, because when the word embeddings are not optimized and updated
properly (e.g. the gradients are not computed correctly), then the accuracy
never exceeds 0.2%.

4.2 Clustering Algorithms

4.2.1 Word Sense Induction

Rather than only analyzing the final sense-aware word embeddings that
each clustering approach yeilds, I also wanted to evaluate the algorithms
directly. In addition to offering a direct comparison of how each clustering
algorithm behaves, this experiment had the added benefit of running in far
less time than a word2vec training process would take. This allowed for
fast development.

Cluster Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate clustering algorithms, I consider two metrics, which I call precision
and recall. These names are loosely inspired by the names for evaluation
metrics of classification tasks.

To better understand what these metrics measure, we will work through
computing each of them on the example clustering in Figure 4.2. The colors
each data point indicate which reference cluster the belong to. We can see
that in predicted cluster #1, there are points from the blue reference cluster,
one from the red reference cluster, and one from the green.

The precision metric measures the coherence of a predicted cluster. In
Figure 4.2, we can see that the dominant reference label in the three pre-
dicted clusters are blue, green, and blue, respectively. The precision of a
clustering is the fraction of all points that have been assigned to a cluster
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FIGURE 4.2: A toy example of the output of a clustering
algorithm.

whose dominant label is the same as their own. In this case, the precision
would be 2+4+5

4+7+7 = 11
18 because the dominant labels occupy 2

4 , 4
7 , and 5

7 of
their clusters. A higher precision indicate coherent clusters with many
points that come from the same reference group. One could achieve 100%
precision by assigning each point into a singleton cluster of its own.

While precision analyzes the clustering from the perspective of the pre-
dicted clusters, recall considers the reference clusters. We can see that in
Figure 4.2, there are 2, 2, and 5 blue points in each cluster, respectively. In
addition to analyzing predicted coherence, we also want to measure how
well the points in a reference cluster "stick together" as they are each as-
signed to prediction clusters. In this case, for the blue data points, the dom-
inant predicted cluster is cluster #3 and we score the arrangement as 5

9 .
Similarly, the green reference cluster remains mostly intact, with 4

6 green
points all being assigned to cluster #2. The resulting recall of this cluster-
ing is 5+4+1

9+6+3 = 10
18 . One could achieve 100% recall by assigning every point

to one single, comprehensive cluster.

Clustering Results

For comparing how well the various clustering approaches performed, I
used a dataset from a SemEval 2010 task for Word Sense Induction (Man-
andhar and Klapaftis, 2009). The data contains sense annotations for 100
nouns and verbs. To frame this as a pure clustering task, I pre-processed
the data by transforming every sentence into the ICE vector representa-
tion described in Section 2.2.1. The result was a numeric dataset for each
algorithm to cluster.

This dataset was very appropriate for this evaluation, because it sim-
ulated the exact environment of ICE clustering that would be faced dur-
ing word2vec training, but unlike in word2vec training - where the sense
assignments caused particular embeddings to be modified - this task was
clustering un-changing word vectors. It allowed for a more direct evalua-
tion of the clustering algorithms themselves.

Because the SemEval 2010 dataset provided the sense annotations for
100 nouns and verbs, each clustering algorithm was run 100 times, once
for each dataset. The precision and recall metrics were computed for each
word, and the macro-average results are reported in Table 4.2.
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TABLE 4.2: Results of running various clustering algo-
rithms for the ICEs from the SemeEval 2010 WSI dataset.

precision recall

single-sense 57.8% 100.0%

agglomerative 68.1% 46.8%

kmeans 67.3% 47.6%

ddcrp 60.2% 60.8%

biscuit 64.3% 72.0%

We can begin to understanding the results of Table 4.2 by considering
the "single-sense" baseline. This approach assigned every ICE into one
large comprehensive cluster, effectively ignoring word sense entirely. We
can see that it achieved a recall of 100.0%, by definition, but it’s precision of
57.8% indicates that the majority sense of a word occurred nearly in nearly
60% instances, on average.

It is not surprising to see that the two batch clustering methods, ag-
glomerative and kmeans, achieved the highest precision scores with 68.1%
and 67.3%, respectively. As batch clustering algorithms, they are able to
consider the entire dataset at once their, which improved their ability to
form coherent clusters. In particular, the most conherent method, agglomer-
ate clustering works bottom-up by successively merging the most coherent
clusters together – a process which maximizes precision.

On the other hand, we can see that biscuit maintained a comparable
precision score of 64.3% while achieving a significantly higher recall of
72%. The average recall of the other three clustering approaches is only
51.7%, over 20 points lower. The success of biscuit’s recall can likely be
attributed to classifying new data points based on the closest representa-
tive, rather than the closest cluster centroid – this strategy allowed refer-
ence points to "stick together" with the points closest to them, which were
often other points from their cluster.

4.3 Sense-Aware Word Embeddings

In this section, I evaluate the five sense-aware word embedding strategies.
They are all learned using the same general SAWE-SC strategy described in
Section 3.2. They differ in their choice of stream clustering hyperparameter
f() for sense assignments:

• sense-agnostic. vanilla word2vec. Only one embedding per word.

• agglomerative oracle The batch-to-stream algorithm described in Sec-
tion 3.3.1. Uses agglomerative clustering with 5 clusters.

• kmeans oracle The batch-to-stream algorithm described in Section
3.3.1. Uses k-means clustering with 5 clusters.

• crp the CRP clustering algorithm described from Section 3.3.2. The
current state-of-the-art for sense-aware embeddings.
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• ddcrp the dd-CRP clustering algorithm described from Section 3.3.2.

• biscuit the Biscuit clustering algorithm described from Section 3.3.2.
My proposed approach for Sense-Aware Word Embeddings.

All of these approaches use a proper clustering algorithm, except for
CRP, which is why it was not included in the clustering experiments de-
scribed in Section 4.2.

4.3.1 Stanford’s Contextual Word Similarities

To evaluate the quality of each method’s sense-aware embeddings, I used
Stanford’s Contextual Word Similarities (SCWS) dataset (Huang et al., 2012).
Created specifically for multi-sense word embedding evaluation, this has
become the standard dataset for the task (Li and Jurafsky, 2015; Neelakan-
tan et al., 2014). Each entry in the dataset contains a human-judgment score
for how similar two words are based on the context that each word appears
in. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that two words (e.g. "bank" and "withdraw")
might have a very high similarity when they each refer to the same concept
(i.e. finances), but their similarity is far lower when their contexts activate
different senses.

To ensure a consistent evaluation of sense-aware embeddings, I com-
pute a similarity score between two words the same way for every embed-
ding strategy. This method, called AvgSimC, was proposed in (Reisinger
and Mooney, 2010) and computes the expected similarity score over every
combination of sense embeddings between the two words:

AvgSimC(w,w′) = Σ
|Ww|
i=1 Σ

|Ww′ |
j=1 P (i|w, c) ∗ P (j|w′, c′) ∗ cos(W i

w,W
j
w′)

where the probability P (i|w, c) is the probability that the observed (w, c)
pair has sense i, given by:

P (i|w, c) = cos(W i
w, ICE)

FIGURE 4.3: Stanford’s Contextual Word Similarity dataset
defines how similar a pair of words are for given senses of
each word. We can see that the same pair have a high simi-

larity in one context, but a lower score in another.
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Once the method computes its similarity score for each entry, we calcu-
late the correlation between the human-judgment and the predictions. We
expect that better sense-aware embeddings would have higher correlation
with human judgment. The correlation results are reported in Table 4.3.

One of the most surprising results is that nearly every method listed
is outperformed by the vanilla, sense-agnostic baseline. This may initially
seem like the methods are bad, however we must consider that the text8
dataset is only 17M tokens, whereas many reported approaches use datasets
closer to 3B tokens. This means that there are far fewer instances of each
word – in fact, the median word occurs 262 times in the text8 dataset. When
we consider that most of these strategies learn 5 senses (or more) per word,
that results in only 50 instances of each word per sense. With this in mind,
it is less surprising that vanilla word2vec (which uses every instance to
update one single embedding per word) achieves a higher score in most
cases; it is an issue of too little data. Unfortunately, my implementation of
word2vec runs too slow to scale up to larger datasets and still run in a rea-
sonable amount of time. With that in mind, however, since most of these
strategies all learn the same number of senses, their comparisons amongst
each other are still apples-to-apples.

We can see that the two best strategies were crp and biscuit with 59.4%
and 60.6% correlation, respectively. It is perhaps surprising that these stream
clustering algorithms outperformed the two batch clustering algorithms
kmeans oracle and agglomerative oracle. One reason for this is perhaps that
crp and biscuit incorporated word sense clustering into their training ob-
jectives, which allowed them to adapt to the modifying embedding space
during training. The batch algorithms, on the other hand, performed sense
assignment separately for embedding learning, which may have made it
harder to adapt to noise in the sense assignments.

On the other hand, we can see that ddcrp performed worse than all other
methods. As Section 4.3.2 will discuss, one of the main reasons for this is
that ddcrp learns an inappropriately large number of senses ("bank", in par-
ticular, learns 32 senses)1. Because each word must handle so many senses,
each sense receives far fewer total training examples to update its vectors
with; there simply isn’t enough data (per sense) to learn from. While this

1the most number of senses for a word was "the" with 343 senses

TABLE 4.3: correlation with scores from the SCWS dataset.

correlation correlation
(random (word2vec
initialization) initialization)

sense-agnostic 59.5% —

kmeans oracle — 55.7%

agglomerative oracle — 55.6%

crp 59.4% 59.3%

ddcrp 53.4% 55.5%

biscuit 57.8% 60.6%
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is partly a reflection on text8, it is also a reflection of how ddcrp creates too
many senses – the word "bank" does not need 30+ senses.

4.3.2 Nearest Neighbors

In addition to the extrinsic evaluation offered by SCWS, I wanted to per-
form an intrinsic, qualitative evaluation of the sense-aware vectors to bet-
ter understand what the different approaches are really learning. This was
especially important upon seeing how the batch clustering algorithms –
which one might expect to learn especially coherent senses – achieved such
a low correlation when taxed with inducing new senses.

One main concern that any multi-sense word clustering approach faces
is that low-quality clusters could result in every learned "sense" capturing
essentially the same concept. If this were the case, then all of the various
senses for a word are all represented with similar vectors. One way to check
whether this is happening is to perform a k-nearest neighbor search of a
sense embedding to qualitatively infer which concepts each sense is most
related to. We would hope to see that the embeddings of (for instance) bank-
0 and bank-1 were very dissimilar, with one involving finances and the other
involving bodies of water. In Table 4.4, we can see the results of a 4-nearest
neighbor search for the bank-0 embedding learned by each approach.

Looking at Table 4.4, it is immediately clear that crp and biscuit, despite
their highest human correlation scores are not learning meaningful senses.
Nearly every one of the closest vectors to bank-0 are other "senses" of the
word bank. Although only the bank-0 neighbors are shown, I verified that
every other sense had similar results: rather than a water-themed sense for
bank, every sense was represented by very similar vectors. It is interesting
that even though these sense vectors were all similar to one another, they
were diverse enough to outperform the vanilla word2vec basline by over 2
points on the SCWS task.

We can see that ddcrp learns not only very non-diverse senses for bank,
but far too many senses as well (as evidenced that bank-17 even exists). As
was mentioned above, there are 32 senses for bank that ddcrp learns, which
is far too high. This high-branching issue is a common problem for many
crp-based approaches, but is especially problematic for ddcrp because in
normal crp, the "rich get richer" property causes the chance of spawning
a new cluster to decrease. In contrast, ddcrp does not weight its scores by
cluster size, and ad-hoc attempts to manually decrease the branching factor
are very difficult to tune (often chaotically resulting in far too many new
clusters or none at all). These issues helped guide me to my proposal of the
deterministic strategy, biscuit.

There was one successful algorithm, however! An inspection of the
agglomerative oracle neighbors – bank-1, banks-1, money-0, and citigroup-1 –
show promising results: they are not all simply re-hashings of the same
word with a "different" sense. Upon further analysis, I found that the five
neighbors closest to bank-2 were in fact:

1. sms-0
2. bight-1
3. spee-2
4. hipper-0
5. scharnhorst-3
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TABLE 4.4: Nearest Neighbors. The four closest words to the query "bank-0".

1 2 3 4

kmeans oracle bank-2 (.648) banks-1 (.583) heng (.555) ibrd-3 (.541)

agglomerative oracle bank-1 (.646) banks-1 (.584) money-0 (0.578) citigroup-1 (.558)

crp bank-3 (.871) bank-2 (.863) bank-1 (.777) bank-5 (.724)

crp+ banks-4 (.890) banks-3 (.868) banks-2 (.854) banks-1 (.655)

ddcrp bank-5 (.832) bank-12 (.830) bank-2 (.829) bank-7 (.824)

ddcrp+ bank-17 (.866) bank-14 (.858) bank-18 (.852) bank-20 (.849)

biscuit bank-2 (.757) bank-3 (.685) multilateral-0 (.629) ibrd-1 (.628)

biscuit+ bank-2 (.710) bank-3 (.693) bank-1 (.689) bank-4 (.581)

over half of which are naval ships and submarines. This very intuitively
satisfying result shows promise for attempts to cluster the ICE represen-
tations in an attempt to learn word sense. It is not surprising to see that,
of all approaches, the agglomerative oracle method achieved the qualitatively
"nicest" clusters, because as a batch clustering algorithm, it was able to con-
sider the whole dataset as it successfully merged coherent clusters together.
While a stream clustering approach – as we have seen so far – may have
trouble separating the instances into "good" clusters, this approach was far
more effective at learning a coherent representation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Results

In the initial WSI clustering task, Biscuit had a significantly higher recall
than any of the other clustering algorithms. One of the reasons for this is
that Biscuit creates far fewer clusters - while agglomerative and kmeans are
fixed at 5 clusters per word and CRP averages 5.5 clusters per word, the
average number of clusters for Biscuit is 2.5. Having a smaller number of
clusters increases the likelihood that two datapoints from the same refer-
ence cluster will be assigned to the same prediction cluster. However, we
can see that even with a fewer number of clusters, Biscuit still maintains a
competitive level of precision: scoring closer to agglomerative than to single-
sense. This balance of both precision and recall suggest that Biscuit is a very
promising initial result for word sense clustering.

On the SCWS word similarity task, once again, Biscuit achieved the
highest score. It is possible that because it creates roughly half has many
clusters as any of the other metrics, Biscuit is able to learn reasonable em-
beddings with a smaller amount of data. However, it also outperformed
the single-sense word2vec baseline by 2 points, which suggests that it is still
able to learn a meaningful representation of senses. However, this represen-
tation is not yet intuitively apparent, as demonstrated by the low-quality
neighbors by both Biscuit and CRP. There is no algorithm that performs
best on both the extrinsic SCWS task and the qualitative nearest neighbor.

5.2 Future Work

Although several approaches have shown promise, none of them were able
to emerge as the clear victor for sense-aware word embeddings. It is in-
teresting to note that CRP was able to achieve some of the highest correla-
tion scores on SCWS, even when uninitialized with word2vec embeddings.
The success of a non-proper clustering algorithm in CRP suggests that per-
haps all of the clustering algorithms were being limited by a common factor,
namely the ICE representation. A clustering algorithm is only as good as
the points it is given, and it is possible that the chosen strategy for gener-
ating instance context embeddings as described in Section 2.2.1 could be
improved upon. There has been some work on representing instance con-
texts for more appropriate clustering, and I believe this would be the next
step to explore to improve word sense discovery and learning (Kågebäck
et al., 2015).
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Appendix A

vanilla.cc
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1:
2:
3: #include <iostream>
4: #include <vector>
5: #include <string>
6: #include <fstream>
7: #include <unordered_map>
8: #include <set>
9: #include <cstdlib>

10: #include <cstdio>
11: #include <cmath>
12: #include <ctime>
13: #include <Eigen/Core>
14:
15:
16: using namespace std;
17: using namespace Eigen;
18:
19:
20: //const int VEC_DIM = 3;
21: const int VEC_DIM = 200;
22: const int RAND_SEED = 500;
23:
24:
25:
26: #define dot(u,v) ((u.transpose() * v).eval()(0))
27: #define sigmoid(z)  (1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-z)))
28:
29:
30:
31: // generate a real number between 0 and 1
32: std::mt19937 rng{ 0x1337 };
33: float rand_0_1(void) {
34:     return uniform_real_distribution<float>{ 0, 1 }(rng);
35: }
36:
37:
38:
39: // reads the tokenized data from "filename" and returns a list of strings
40: vector<string> read_corpus(string filename, bool dev=false) {
41:     cout << "reading: " << filename << endl;
42:
43:     // list of tokens
44:     vector<string> tokens;
45:     string token;
46:
47:     // read file token by token
48:     int i=0;
49:     ifstream myfile;
50:     myfile.open(filename, ios::in);
51:     if (myfile.is_open()) {
52:         while (not myfile.eof()) {
53:             if (dev and (i++ >= 40000)) break;
54:             myfile >> token;
55:             tokens.push_back(token);
56:         }
57:         myfile.close();
58:     }
59:
60:     cout << "reading corpus complete" << endl << endl;
61:     return tokens;
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62: }
63:
64:
65:
66:
67: // build a dictionary of random embeddings (one per word in vocab)
68: unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> build_initial_embeddings(const vector<string>

 &V) {
69:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> W;
70:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
71:         W[*it] = MatrixXf::Random(VEC_DIM, 1).normalized();
72:     return W;
73: }
74:
75:
76:
77: int sample_cdf(const vector<pair<string, float>> &cdf) {
78:   float r = rand_0_1();
79:   while (r > cdf.back().second)
80:     r = rand_0_1();
81:   int ind = lower_bound(
82:     begin(cdf), end(cdf), r,
83:     [](pair<string, float> const& a, float b){ return a.second < b; }
84:   ) - begin(cdf);
85:   return ind;
86: }
87:
88:
89:
90: // write the learned embeddings out to file
91: void serialize_embeddings(const unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> &W, string ex

t) {
92:     // embedding filename
93:     char filename[200];
94:     sprintf(filename, "my-word2vec.%s", ext.c_str());
95:     cout << filename << endl;
96:
97:     // write embeddings to file
98:     ofstream embed_file;
99:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);

100:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
101:         embed_file << W.size() << endl << endl;
102:         for (auto it=W.begin() ; it!=W.end() ; ++it) {
103:             embed_file << it->first << endl << it->second << endl << endl;
104:         }
105:         embed_file.close();
106:     }
107:
108: }
109:
110:
111:
112:
113: // text preprocessing - subsample some words away (esp. high-frequency ones)
114: vector<string> subsample(const vector<string> &orig_tokens,
115:                          float                 subsample_t,
116:                          float                 min_count   ) {
117:     // count frequencies
118:     unordered_map<string, int> orig_freqs;
119:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens)
120:         orig_freqs[token] += 1;
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121:
122:     // delete rare words AND subsample
123:     vector<string> tokens;
124:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens) {
125:         if (orig_freqs[token] >= min_count) {
126:             float p = (sqrt(orig_freqs[token] / (subsample_t * orig_tokens.s

ize())) + 1) * (subsample_t * orig_tokens.size()) / orig_freqs[token];
127:             if (p > rand_0_1())
128:                 tokens.push_back(token);
129:             }
130:         }
131:
132:     return tokens;
133: }
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:
139: // for a list of tokens, build a CDF distribution (list of (word,cumulative)

)
140: vector<pair<string,float>> construct_noise_cdf(const vector<string> &tokens)

 {
141:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
142:
143:     // re-count frequencies (because subsampling removed a few)
144:     unordered_map<string,int> freqs;
145:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
146:         freqs[tokens[i]] += 1;
147:     }
148:
149:     // noise probability distribution is unigram ^ (3/4)
150:     unordered_map<string,float> scaled_freqs;
151:     float N = 0;
152:     for (auto it=freqs.begin(); it!=freqs.end(); ++it) {
153:         float val = pow(it->second, 0.75);
154:         scaled_freqs[it->first] = val;
155:         N += val;
156:     }
157:
158:     // normalize the list of frequencies
159:     vector<pair<string,float>> noise_cdf;
160:     float mass = 0;
161:     for (auto it=scaled_freqs.begin(); it!=scaled_freqs.end(); ++it) {
162:         float p = it->second/N;
163:         mass += p;
164:         pair<string,float> p_tuple(it->first, mass);
165:         noise_cdf.push_back(p_tuple);
166:     }
167:
168:     return noise_cdf;
169: }
170:
171:
172:
173:
174:
175: void negSamplingCostAndGradient(const string                     &word      

,
176:                                 const MatrixXf                   &h         

,
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177:                                 const string                     &context   
,

178:                                 unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>   &W         
,

179:                                 unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>   &C         
,

180:                                 const vector<string>             &V         
,

181:                                 const int                        &k         
,

182:                                 const vector<pair<string,float>> &noise_cdf 
,

183:                                 const double                     &alpha     
 ) {

184:
185:     float cost = 0;
186:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> context_grad;
187:     MatrixXf word_grad = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, 1);
188:
189:     float pos_score = sigmoid(dot(h, C[context]));
190:
191:     cost += -log(pos_score);
192:     word_grad += (pos_score - 1) * C[context];
193:
194:     if (context_grad.count(context))
195:         context_grad[context] += (pos_score - 1) * h;
196:     else
197:         context_grad[context]  = (pos_score - 1) * h;
198:
199:     // gradient for each negative sample
200:     for (int m = 0; m < k; ++m) {
201:         int ind = sample_cdf(noise_cdf);
202:         const string& c_neg = V[ind];
203:         float neg_score = sigmoid(dot(W[word], C[c_neg]));
204:
205:         cost += -log(1 - neg_score); // sigm(-x) = 1-sigm(x)
206:         word_grad += neg_score * C[c_neg];
207:
208:         if (context_grad.count(c_neg))
209:             //context_grad[c_neg] += (neg_score - 1) * h;
210:             context_grad[c_neg] += neg_score * h;
211:         else
212:             //context_grad[c_neg]  = (neg_score - 1) * h;
213:             context_grad[c_neg]  = neg_score * h;
214:     }
215:
216:     // update embeddings
217:     W[word] -= alpha * word_grad;
218:     for (auto it=context_grad.begin();it!=context_grad.end();++it) {
219:         C[it->first] -= alpha * (it->second);
220:     }
221: }
222:
223:
224:
225:
226: int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
227:     srand(RAND_SEED);        // consistency for comprable runs
228:
229:     // decode args
230:     char *corpus_file;
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231:     if (argc >= 2) {
232:         corpus_file = argv[1];
233:     } else {
234:         printf("\n\tusage: %s <text-file>\n\n", argv[0]);
235:         exit(1);
236:     }
237:
238:     //
239:     // load corpus
240:     //
241:     vector<string> orig_tokens = read_corpus(corpus_file);
242:
243:
244:     //
245:     // Hyper-parameters
246:     //
247:     int min_count = 5;
248:     float subsample_t = 1e-4;
249:
250:     int epochs = 5;
251:     int max_window_size = 8;
252:     int k = 10;
253:     float orig_alpha = 0.02;
254:     float  min_alpha = 0.02;
255:
256:     float alpha_range = orig_alpha - min_alpha;
257:
258:
259:     //
260:     // Text Preprocessing
261:     //
262:
263:     vector<string> tokens = subsample(orig_tokens, subsample_t, min_count);
264:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
265:
266:     vector<pair<string,float>> noise_cdf = construct_noise_cdf(tokens);
267:
268:
269:     //
270:     // Initial Information and values
271:     //
272:
273:     // vocab
274:     set<string> seen;
275:     vector<string> V;
276:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
277:         if (seen.count(tokens[i]) == 0) {
278:             seen.insert(tokens[i]);
279:             V.push_back(tokens[i]);
280:         }
281:     }
282:
283:     // display vocab size
284:     cout << tokens.size() << " tokens" << endl;
285:     cout <<      V.size() << " words " << endl;
286:
287:     // initial embeddings
288:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> W = build_initial_embeddings(V);
289:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> C = build_initial_embeddings(V);
290:
291:
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292:     //
293:     // Iterate over corpus
294:     //
295:     clock_t start=clock(), now, prev=start;
296:     int words_done;
297:     for (int epoch_num=1 ; epoch_num<=epochs ; ++epoch_num) {
298:         cout << endl << "epoch: " << epoch_num << endl;
299:
300:         words_done = 0;
301:
302:         for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
303:
304:             // the word
305:             const string &word = tokens[i];
306:
307:             // the context
308:             //int window_size = (rand() % max_window_size) + 1;
309:             int window_size = max_window_size;
310:
311:             int start = i-window_size >= 0        ? i-window_size : 0       

  ;
312:             int end   = i+window_size <  num_toks ? i+window_size : num_toks

-1;
313:
314:
315:             //
316:             // Compute gradients here
317:             //
318:
319:             float alpha = orig_alpha;
320:             //float alpha_progress = alpha_range * (1 - (i/(float)num_toks))

;
321:
322:             // update every protion % through the tokens
323:             now = clock();
324:             if (now - prev > CLOCKS_PER_SEC) {
325:                 prev = now;
326:                 printf("%cAlpha: %f  Progress: %.4f%%  Words/sec: %.2fk ",
327:                        13,
328:                        alpha,
329:                        float(i)/num_toks,
330:                        float(words_done)/1000);
331:                 fflush(stdout);
332:                 words_done = 0;
333:             }
334:             words_done++;
335:
336:             // accumulate gradients for each (w,c) pair
337:             const MatrixXf &h = W[word];
338:             for (int j=start ; j<=end ; ++j) {
339:                 if (i != j) {
340:                     const string &context = tokens[j];
341:                     negSamplingCostAndGradient(word, h, context, W, C, V, k,

 noise_cdf, alpha);
342:                 }
343:             }
344:         }
345:     }
346:
347:     cout << endl << endl;
348:
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349:     // serialize embeddings
350:     serialize_embeddings(W, "W");
351:     serialize_embeddings(C, "C");
352:
353:     return 0;
354: }
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Appendix B
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1:
2:
3: #include <iostream>
4: #include <vector>
5: #include <string>
6: #include <fstream>
7: #include <unordered_map>
8: #include <set>
9: #include <cstdlib>

10: #include <cstdio>
11: #include <cmath>
12: #include <ctime>
13: #include <Eigen/Core>
14:
15:
16: using namespace std;
17: using namespace Eigen;
18:
19: //const int VEC_DIM = 3;
20: const int VEC_DIM = 200;
21: const int RAND_SEED = 500;
22:
23:
24: // made these macros so they’re a little faster
25: #define dot(u,v) ((u.transpose() * v).eval()(0))
26: #define cosine(u,v) ( dot(u,v) / ( sqrt(dot(u,u)) * sqrt(dot(v,v)) ) )
27: #define sigmoid(z)  (1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-z)))
28:
29:
30: // normalize argument to distribution
31: void softmax(MatrixXf &scores) {
32:     scores = scores.array().exp();
33:     float Z = scores.array().sum();
34:     scores /= Z;
35: }
36:
37:
38: // generate a real number between 0 and 1
39: std::mt19937 rng{ 0x1337 };
40: float rand_0_1(void) {
41:     return uniform_real_distribution<float>{ 0, 1 }(rng);
42: }
43:
44:
45: // reads the tokenized data from "filename" and returns a list of strings
46: vector<string> read_corpus(string filename, bool dev=false) {
47:     cout << "reading: " << filename << endl;
48:
49:     // list of tokens
50:     vector<string> tokens;
51:     string token;
52:
53:     // read file token by token
54:     int i=0;
55:     ifstream myfile;
56:     myfile.open(filename, ios::in);
57:     if (myfile.is_open()) {
58:         while (not myfile.eof()) {
59:             if (dev and (i++ >= 40000)) break;
60:             myfile >> token;
61:             tokens.push_back(token);
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62:         }
63:         myfile.close();
64:     }
65:
66:     cout << "reading corpus complete" << endl << endl;
67:     return tokens;
68: }
69:
70:
71:
72: // build a dictionary of context embeddings (one per word in vocab)
73: unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> build_initial_C_embeddings(const vector<strin

g> &V) {
74:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> W;
75:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
76:         W[*it] = MatrixXf::Random(VEC_DIM, 1).normalized();
77:
78:     //return W;
79:
80:     cout << "initializing C vectors" << endl;
81:
82:     // initialize using pretrained context vectors
83:     ifstream C_init_file;
84:     C_init_file.open("../misc/text8.w2v", ios::in);
85:
86:     int num_vecs;
87:     int dim;
88:     C_init_file >> num_vecs >> dim;
89:
90:     for ( int i=0 ; i<num_vecs ; i++ ) {
91:         string word;
92:         MatrixXf vec = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM,1);
93:         C_init_file >> word;
94:         for ( int j=0 ; j<VEC_DIM ; j++ ) {
95:             C_init_file >> vec(j);
96:         }
97:
98:         W[word] = vec.normalized();
99:     }

100:
101:     return W;
102: }
103:
104:
105:
106:
107: // build a dictionary of random embeddings (one per word in vocab)
108: unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> build_initial_W_embeddings(const vect

or<string> &V) {
109:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> W;
110:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it) {
111:         vector<MatrixXf> vec;
112:         W[*it] = vec;
113:     }
114:     return W;
115: }
116:
117:
118:
119: int sample_cdf(const vector<pair<string, float>> &cdf) {
120:   float r = rand_0_1();
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121:   while (r > cdf.back().second)
122:     r = rand_0_1();
123:   int ind = lower_bound(
124:     begin(cdf), end(cdf), r,
125:     [](pair<string, float> const& a, float b){ return a.second < b; }
126:   ) - begin(cdf);
127:   return ind;
128: }
129:
130:
131: // write the learned embeddings out to file
132: void serialize_C_embeddings(const unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> &W) {
133:     // embedding filename
134:     char filename[200];
135:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-crp-randC.C");
136:     cout << filename << endl;
137:
138:     // write embeddings to file
139:     ofstream embed_file;
140:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
141:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
142:         embed_file << W.size() << endl << endl;
143:         for (auto it=W.begin() ; it!=W.end() ; ++it) {
144:             embed_file << it->first << endl << it->second << endl << endl;
145:         }
146:         embed_file.close();
147:     }
148: }
149:
150:
151: // write the learned embeddings out to file
152: void serialize_W_embeddings( unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &W,
153:                              unordered_map<string,vector<int>> &counts,
154:                              const int &window_size ) {
155:     // embedding filename
156:     char filename[200];
157:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-crp-randC.W");
158:     cout << filename << endl;
159:
160:     // write embeddings to file
161:     ofstream embed_file;
162:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
163:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
164:         embed_file << W.size() << endl;
165:         embed_file << window_size << endl << endl;
166:         for (auto it : W) {
167:             for (unsigned i=0 ; i<(it.second).size() ; i++ ) {
168:                 embed_file << it.first << "-" << i << endl;
169:                 embed_file << counts[it.first][i] << endl;
170:                 embed_file << (it.second)[i] << endl << endl;
171:             }
172:         }
173:         embed_file.close();
174:     }
175: }
176:
177:
178:
179:
180: // text preprocessing - subsample some words away (esp. high-frequency ones)
181: vector<string> subsample(const vector<string> &orig_tokens,
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182:                          float                 subsample_t,
183:                          float                 min_count   ) {
184:     // count frequencies
185:     unordered_map<string, int> orig_freqs;
186:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens)
187:         orig_freqs[token] += 1;
188:
189:     // delete rare words AND subsample
190:     vector<string> tokens;
191:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens) {
192:         if (orig_freqs[token] >= min_count) {
193:             float p =   (sqrt(orig_freqs[token] / (subsample_t * orig_tokens

.size())) + 1)
194:                       * (subsample_t * orig_tokens.size()) / orig_freqs[toke

n];
195:             if (p > rand_0_1())
196:                 tokens.push_back(token);
197:             }
198:         }
199:
200:     return tokens;
201: }
202:
203:
204:
205: // for a list of tokens, build a CDF distribution (list of (word,cumulative)

)
206: vector<pair<string,float>> construct_noise_cdf(const vector<string> &tokens)

 {
207:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
208:
209:     // re-count frequencies (because subsampling removed a few)
210:     unordered_map<string,int> freqs;
211:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
212:         freqs[tokens[i]] += 1;
213:     }
214:
215:     // noise probability distribution is unigram ^ (3/4)
216:     unordered_map<string,float> scaled_freqs;
217:     float N = 0;
218:     for (auto it=freqs.begin(); it!=freqs.end(); ++it) {
219:         float val = pow(it->second, 0.75);
220:         scaled_freqs[it->first] = val;
221:         N += val;
222:     }
223:
224:     // normalize the list of frequencies
225:     vector<pair<string,float>> noise_cdf;
226:     float mass = 0;
227:     for (auto it=scaled_freqs.begin(); it!=scaled_freqs.end(); ++it) {
228:         float p = it->second/N;
229:         mass += p;
230:         pair<string,float> p_tuple(it->first, mass);
231:         noise_cdf.push_back(p_tuple);
232:     }
233:
234:     return noise_cdf;
235: }
236:
237:
238:
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239:
240:
241: void negSamplingCostAndGradient(const string                     &word      

,
242:                                 const int                        &sense     

,
243:                                 const MatrixXf                   &h         

,
244:                                 const string                     &context   

,
245:                                 unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &W   

,
246:                                 unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>   &C         

,
247:                                 const vector<string>             &V         

,
248:                                 const int                        &k         

,
249:                                 const vector<pair<string,float>> &noise_cdf 

,
250:                                 const double                     &alpha     

 ) {
251:
252:     float cost = 0;
253:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> context_grad;
254:     MatrixXf word_grad = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, 1);
255:
256:     float pos_score = sigmoid(dot(h, C[context]));
257:
258:     cost += -log(pos_score);
259:     word_grad += (pos_score - 1) * C[context];
260:
261:     if (context_grad.count(context))
262:         context_grad[context] += (pos_score - 1) * h;
263:     else
264:         context_grad[context]  = (pos_score - 1) * h;
265:
266:     // gradient for each negative sample
267:     for (int m = 0; m < k; ++m) {
268:         int ind = sample_cdf(noise_cdf);
269:         const string& c_neg = V[ind];
270:         float neg_score = sigmoid(dot(h, C[c_neg]));
271:
272:         cost += -log(1 - neg_score); // sigm(-x) = 1-sigm(x)
273:         word_grad += neg_score * C[c_neg];
274:
275:         if (context_grad.count(c_neg))
276:             context_grad[c_neg] += neg_score * h;
277:         else
278:             context_grad[c_neg]  = neg_score * h;
279:     }
280:
281:     // update embeddings
282:     W[word][sense] -= alpha * word_grad;
283:     for (auto it=context_grad.begin();it!=context_grad.end();++it) {
284:         C[it->first] -= alpha * (it->second);
285:     }
286: }
287:
288:
289:
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290: unordered_map<string,vector<int>> build_initial_counts(vector<string> V) {
291:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>> sense_counts;
292:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
293:         sense_counts[*it] = vector<int>();
294:     return sense_counts;
295: }
296:
297:
298:
299: int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
300:
301:     srand(RAND_SEED);        // consistency for comprable runs
302:
303:     // decode args
304:     char *corpus_file;
305:     if (argc >= 2) {
306:         corpus_file = argv[1];
307:     } else {
308:         printf("\n\tusage: %s <text-file>\n\n", argv[0]);
309:         exit(1);
310:     }
311:
312:     //
313:     // load corpus
314:     //
315:
316:     vector<string> orig_tokens = read_corpus(corpus_file);
317:
318:
319:     //
320:     // Hyper-parameters
321:     //
322:     int min_count = 5;
323:     float subsample_t = 1e-4;
324:
325:     int epochs = 5;
326:     int max_window_size = 8;
327:     int k = 10;
328:     float orig_alpha = 0.02;
329:     float  min_alpha = 0.02;
330:
331:     float crp_branching = .3;
332:
333:
334:     //
335:     // Text Preprocessing
336:     //
337:     vector<string> tokens = subsample(orig_tokens, subsample_t, min_count);
338:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
339:
340:     vector<pair<string,float>> noise_cdf = construct_noise_cdf(tokens);
341:
342:
343:     //
344:     // Initial Information and values
345:     //
346:
347:     // vocab
348:     set<string> seen;
349:     vector<string> V;
350:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
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351:         if (seen.count(tokens[i]) == 0) {
352:             seen.insert(tokens[i]);
353:             V.push_back(tokens[i]);
354:         }
355:     }
356:
357:     // display vocab size
358:     cout << tokens.size() << " tokens" << endl;
359:     cout <<      V.size() << " words " << endl;
360:
361:     // initial embeddings
362:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> W = build_initial_W_embeddings(V)

;
363:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>         C = build_initial_C_embeddings(V)

;
364:
365:
366:     // count how frequently each sense of each word appears
367:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>> sense_counts = build_initial_counts(V)

;
368:
369:
370:     //
371:     // Iterate over corpus
372:     //
373:     clock_t start=clock(), now, prev=start;
374:     int words_done;
375:     for (int epoch_num=1 ; epoch_num<=epochs ; ++epoch_num) {
376:         cout << endl << "epoch: " << epoch_num << endl;
377:
378:         words_done = 0;
379:
380:         for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
381:
382:             // the word
383:             const string &word = tokens[i];
384:
385:             // the context
386:             //int window_size = (rand() % max_window_size) + 1;
387:             int window_size = max_window_size;
388:             int start = i-window_size >= 0        ? i-window_size : 0       

;
389:             int end   = i+window_size <  num_toks ? i+window_size : num_toks

;
390:
391:
392:             //
393:             //  Determine sense
394:             //
395:
396:             // centroid of context vectors
397:             MatrixXf context_bow = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, 1);
398:             for (int ind=start ; ind<end ; ind++) {
399:                 context_bow += C[tokens[ind]];
400:             }
401:
402:
403:             // scores of how each sense candidate fits with the context
404:             const vector<MatrixXf> &candidates = W[word];
405:             int                     num_senses = candidates.size();
406:
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407:             // should we allocate space for the branching choice?
408:             int num_scores;
409:             if (epoch_num == 1)
410:                 num_scores = num_senses + 1;
411:             else
412:                 num_scores = num_senses;
413:             MatrixXf scores = MatrixXf::Zero(num_scores, 1);
414:
415:             // vectorize?
416:             for (int ind=0 ; ind<num_senses ; ind++) {
417:                 float score = cosine(candidates[ind], context_bow);
418:                 scores(ind,0) = score;
419:             }
420:
421:             // add that extra branching factor choice
422:             if (epoch_num == 1)
423:                 scores(num_senses,0) = crp_branching;
424:
425:
426:             // make probability distribution out of similarity scores
427:             softmax(scores);
428:
429:
430:             // re-weight distribution based on cluster sizes
431:             const vector<int> &weights = sense_counts[word];
432:             int num_reweights;
433:             if (epoch_num == 1)
434:                 num_reweights = weights.size()-1;
435:             else
436:                 num_reweights = weights.size();
437:
438:             for (int ind=0 ; ind<num_reweights ; ind++) {
439:                 scores(ind,0) *= weights[ind];
440:             }
441:
442:
443:             // can’t find a nicer way to create something to iterate over :(
444:             vector<float> score_vec(num_scores);
445:             for (int m=0; m<num_scores ; m++)
446:                 score_vec[m] = scores(m,0);
447:
448:             std::discrete_distribution<int> sense_distribution(score_vec.beg

in(), score_vec.end());
449:
450:             // sample from the distribution to chose the next sense
451:             unsigned sense = sense_distribution(rng);
452:
453:
454:             // increase count of how many times this sense has appeared
455:             if (sense < sense_counts[word].size()) {
456:                 sense_counts[word][sense] += 1;
457:             } else {
458:                 // new sense
459:                 MatrixXf vec = MatrixXf::Random(VEC_DIM, 1).normalized();
460:                 W[word].push_back(vec);
461:
462:                 sense_counts[word].push_back(1);
463:             }
464:
465:
466:             //
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467:             // Compute gradients here
468:             //
469:
470:
471:             float alpha = orig_alpha;
472:             //float alpha_progress = alpha_range * (i/(float)num_toks);
473:
474:
475:             // update every protion % through the tokens
476:             now = clock();
477:             if (now - prev > CLOCKS_PER_SEC) {
478:                 prev = now;
479:                 printf("%cAlpha: %f  Progress: %.4f%%  Words/sec: %.2fk ",
480:                        13,
481:                        alpha,
482:                        float(i)/num_toks,
483:                        float(words_done)/1000);
484:                 fflush(stdout);
485:                 words_done = 0;
486:             }
487:             words_done++;
488:
489:
490:             // accumulate gradients for each (w,c) pair
491:             const MatrixXf &h = W[word][sense];
492:             for (int j=start ; j<end ; ++j) {
493:                 if (i != j) {
494:                     const string &context = tokens[j];
495:                     negSamplingCostAndGradient(word, sense, h, context,
496:                                                W, C, V, k, noise_cdf, alpha)

;
497:                 }
498:             }
499:         }
500:     }
501:
502:     cout << endl << endl;
503:
504:     // serialize embeddings
505:     serialize_W_embeddings(W, sense_counts, max_window_size);
506:     serialize_C_embeddings(C);
507:
508:     return 0;
509: }
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1:
2:
3: #include <iostream>
4: #include <vector>
5: #include <string>
6: #include <fstream>
7: #include <unordered_map>
8: #include <set>
9: #include <cstdlib>

10: #include <cstdio>
11: #include <cmath>
12: #include <ctime>
13: #include <Eigen/Core>
14: #include <numeric>
15: #include <sstream>
16:
17:
18: using namespace std;
19: using namespace Eigen;
20:
21:
22: const int VEC_DIM = 200;
23: const int RAND_SEED = 500;
24:
25:
26: #define dot(u,v) ((u.transpose() * v).eval()(0))
27: #define cosine(u,v) ( dot(u,v) / ( sqrt(dot(u,u)) * sqrt(dot(v,v)) ) )
28: #define sigmoid(z)  (1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-z)))
29:
30:
31: // generate a real number between 0 and 1
32: std::mt19937 rng{ 0x1337 };
33: float rand_0_1(void) {
34:     return uniform_real_distribution<float>{ 0, 1 }(rng);
35: }
36:
37:
38: // reads the tokenized data from "filename" and returns a list of strings
39: vector<string> read_corpus(string filename, bool dev=false) {
40:     cout << "reading: " << filename << endl;
41:
42:     // list of tokens
43:     vector<string> tokens;
44:     string token;
45:
46:     // read file token by token
47:     int i=0;
48:     ifstream myfile;
49:     myfile.open(filename, ios::in);
50:     if (myfile.is_open()) {
51:         while (not myfile.eof()) {
52:             if (dev and (i++ >= 40000)) break;
53:             myfile >> token;
54:             tokens.push_back(token);
55:         }
56:         myfile.close();
57:     }
58:
59:     cout << "reading corpus complete" << endl << endl;
60:     return tokens;
61: }
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62:
63:
64: // build a dictionary of random embeddings (one per word in vocab)
65: unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> build_initial_C_embeddings(const vector<strin

g> &V) {
66:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> W;
67:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
68:         W[*it] = MatrixXf::Random(VEC_DIM, 1).normalized();
69:
70:     //return W;
71:
72:     cout << "initializing C vectors" << endl;
73:
74:     // initialize using pretrained context vectors
75:     ifstream C_init_file;
76:     C_init_file.open("../misc/text8.w2v", ios::in);
77:
78:     int num_vecs;
79:     int dim;
80:     C_init_file >> num_vecs >> dim;
81:
82:     for ( int i=0 ; i<num_vecs ; i++ ) {
83:         string word;
84:         MatrixXf vec = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM,1);
85:         C_init_file >> word;
86:         for ( int j=0 ; j<VEC_DIM ; j++ ) {
87:             C_init_file >> vec(j);
88:         }
89:
90:         W[word] = vec.normalized();
91:     }
92:
93:     return W;
94: }
95:
96:
97: // build a dictionary of random embeddings (one per word in vocab)
98: unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> build_initial_W_embeddings(const vect

or<string> &V) {
99:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> W;

100:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it) {
101:         vector<MatrixXf> vec;
102:         W[*it] = vec;
103:     }
104:     return W;
105: }
106:
107:
108: int sample_cdf(const vector<pair<string, float>> &cdf) {
109:   float r = rand_0_1();
110:   while (r > cdf.back().second)
111:     r = rand_0_1();
112:   int ind = lower_bound(
113:     begin(cdf), end(cdf), r,
114:     [](pair<string, float> const& a, float b){ return a.second < b; }
115:   ) - begin(cdf);
116:   return ind;
117: }
118:
119:
120: // write the learned embeddings out to file
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121: void serialize_C_embeddings(const unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> &W) {
122:
123:     // embedding filename
124:     char filename[200];
125:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-ddcrp-randC.C");
126:     cout << filename << endl;
127:
128:     // write embeddings to file
129:     ofstream embed_file;
130:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
131:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
132:         embed_file << W.size() << endl << endl;
133:         for (auto it=W.begin() ; it!=W.end() ; ++it) {
134:             embed_file << it->first << endl << it->second.transpose() << end

l << endl;
135:         }
136:         embed_file.close();
137:     }
138: }
139:
140:
141:
142: void serialize_ice_reps(unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &ice_chunks,
143:                         unordered_map<string,vector<int>>      &ice_counts) 

{
144:
145:     // embedding filename
146:     char filename[200];
147:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-ddcrp-randC.reps");
148:     cout << filename << endl;
149:
150:     // write embeddings to file
151:     ofstream embed_file;
152:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
153:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
154:         for (auto it=ice_chunks.begin() ; it!=ice_chunks.end() ; ++it) {
155:             for (unsigned i=0 ; i<it->second.size() ; i++) {
156:                 embed_file << it->first << "-" << i << endl;
157:                 for (int j=0 ; j<ice_counts[it->first][i] ; j++) {
158:                     embed_file << (it->second)[i].row(j) << endl;
159:                 }
160:                 embed_file << endl;
161:             }
162:         }
163:         embed_file.close();
164:     }
165: }
166:
167:
168:
169: // write the learned embeddings out to file
170: void serialize_W_embeddings( unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &W,
171:                              unordered_map<string,vector<int>> &counts,
172:                              const int &window_size ) {
173:
174:     // embedding filename
175:     char filename[200];
176:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-ddcrp-randC.W");
177:     cout << filename << endl;
178:
179:     // write embeddings to file
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180:     ofstream embed_file;
181:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
182:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
183:         embed_file << W.size() << endl;
184:         embed_file << window_size << endl << endl;
185:         for (auto it : W) {
186:             for (unsigned i=0 ; i<(it.second).size() ; i++ ) {
187:                 embed_file << it.first << "-" << i << endl;
188:                 embed_file << counts[it.first][i] << endl;
189:                 embed_file << (it.second)[i].transpose() << endl << endl;
190:             }
191:         }
192:         embed_file.close();
193:     }
194: }
195:
196:
197:
198:
199: // text preprocessing - subsample some words away (esp. high-frequency ones)
200: vector<string> subsample(const vector<string> &orig_tokens,
201:                          float                 subsample_t,
202:                          float                 min_count    ) {
203:     // count frequencies
204:     unordered_map<string, int> orig_freqs;
205:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens)
206:         orig_freqs[token] += 1;
207:
208:     // delete rare words AND subsample
209:     vector<string> tokens;
210:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens) {
211:         if (orig_freqs[token] >= min_count) {
212:             float p =   (sqrt(orig_freqs[token] / (subsample_t * orig_tokens

.size())) + 1)
213:                       * (subsample_t * orig_tokens.size()) / orig_freqs[toke

n];
214:             if (p > rand_0_1())
215:                 tokens.push_back(token);
216:             }
217:         }
218:
219:     return tokens;
220: }
221:
222:
223: // for a list of tokens, build a CDF distribution (list of (word,cumulative)

)
224: unordered_map<string,float> construct_noise_cdf(const vector<string> &tokens

) {
225:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
226:
227:     // re-count frequencies (because subsampling removed a few)
228:     unordered_map<string,int> freqs;
229:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
230:         freqs[tokens[i]] += 1;
231:     }
232:
233:     // noise probability distribution is unigram ^ (3/4)
234:     unordered_map<string,float> scaled_freqs;
235:     float N = 0;
236:     for (auto it=freqs.begin(); it!=freqs.end(); ++it) {
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237:         float val = pow(it->second, 0.75);
238:         scaled_freqs[it->first] = val;
239:         N += val;
240:     }
241:
242:     // normalize the list of frequencies
243:     unordered_map<string,float> noise_pdf;
244:     for (auto it=scaled_freqs.begin(); it!=scaled_freqs.end(); ++it) {
245:         float p = it->second/N;
246:         noise_pdf[it->first] = p;
247:     }
248:
249:     return noise_pdf;
250: }
251:
252:
253: vector<pair<string,float>> pdf_to_cdf(unordered_map<string,float> &noise_pdf

) {
254:
255:     // normalize the list of frequencies
256:     vector<pair<string,float>> noise_cdf;
257:     float mass = 0;
258:     for (auto it=noise_pdf.begin(); it!=noise_pdf.end(); ++it) {
259:         float p = it->second;
260:         mass += p;
261:         pair<string,float> p_tuple(it->first, mass);
262:         noise_cdf.push_back(p_tuple);
263:     }
264:
265:     return noise_cdf;
266:
267: }
268:
269:
270: void negSamplingCostAndGradient(const string                     &word      

,
271:                                 const int                        &sense     

,
272:                                 const MatrixXf                   &h         

,
273:                                 const string                     &context   

,
274:                                 unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &W   

,
275:                                 unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>   &C         

,
276:                                 const vector<string>             &V         

,
277:                                 const int                        &k         

,
278:                                 const vector<pair<string,float>> &noise_cdf 

,
279:                                 const double                     &alpha     

 ) {
280:
281:     float cost = 0;
282:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> context_grad;
283:     MatrixXf word_grad = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, 1);
284:
285:     float pos_score = sigmoid(dot(h, C[context]));
286:
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287:     cost += -log(pos_score);
288:     word_grad += (pos_score - 1) * C[context];
289:
290:     if (context_grad.count(context))
291:         context_grad[context] += (pos_score - 1) * h;
292:     else
293:         context_grad[context]  = (pos_score - 1) * h;
294:
295:     // gradient for each negative sample
296:     for (int m = 0; m < k; ++m) {
297:         int ind = sample_cdf(noise_cdf);
298:         const string& c_neg = V[ind];
299:         float neg_score = sigmoid(dot(h, C[c_neg]));
300:
301:         cost += -log(1 - neg_score); // sigm(-x) = 1-sigm(x)
302:         word_grad += neg_score * C[c_neg];
303:
304:         if (context_grad.count(c_neg))
305:             context_grad[c_neg] += neg_score * h;
306:         else
307:             context_grad[c_neg]  = neg_score * h;
308:     }
309:
310:     // update embeddings
311:     W[word][sense] -= alpha * word_grad;
312:     for (auto it=context_grad.begin();it!=context_grad.end();++it) {
313:         C[it->first] -= alpha * (it->second);
314:     }
315: }
316:
317:
318: unordered_map<string,vector<int>> build_ice_counts(vector<string> V) {
319:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>> sense_counts;
320:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
321:         sense_counts[*it] = vector<int>();
322:     return sense_counts;
323: }
324:
325:
326: // ice - instance context embedding
327: unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> word_to_ice_chunk(vector<string> V) {
328:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> chunks;
329:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
330:         chunks[*it] = vector<MatrixXf>();
331:     return chunks;
332: }
333:
334:
335: vector<float> customer_scores(const string &word,
336:                               const MatrixXf &ice ,
337:                               unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &ice_ch

unks,
338:                               unordered_map<string,vector<int>> &ice_counts,
339:                               float alpha) {
340:
341:     // scores of how each sense candidate fits with the context
342:     const vector<MatrixXf> &chunks = ice_chunks[word];
343:
344:     // Compute the scores for each table
345:     vector<float> scores;
346:     for (unsigned i=0 ; i<chunks.size() ; i++) {
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347:         MatrixXf sim = chunks[i] * ice;
348:
349:         //cout << ice_counts[word][i] << endl;
350:         for ( int j=0 ; j<ice_counts[word][i] ; j++ ) {
351:             float score = sim(j);
352:             scores.push_back(score);
353:         }
354:     }
355:
356:     // branch
357:     if (alpha > 1e-4)
358:         scores.push_back(alpha);
359:
360:     return scores;
361: }
362:
363:
364: int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
365:
366:     srand(RAND_SEED);        // consistency for comprable runs
367:
368:     // decode args
369:     char *corpus_file;
370:     if (argc >= 2) {
371:         corpus_file = argv[1];
372:     } else {
373:         printf("\n\tusage: %s <text-file>\n\n", argv[0]);
374:         exit(1);
375:     }
376:
377:     //
378:     // load corpus
379:     //
380:     vector<string> orig_tokens = read_corpus(corpus_file);
381:
382:
383:     //
384:     // Hyper-parameters
385:     //
386:     int min_count = 5;
387:     float subsample_t = 1e-4;
388:
389:     int epochs = 5;
390:     int max_window_size = 8;
391:     int k = 10;
392:     float orig_alpha = 0.02;
393:     float  min_alpha = 0.02;
394:
395:     float crp_branching = .2;
396:
397:     int num_reps = 20;
398:
399:
400:     //
401:     // Text Preprocessing
402:     //
403:
404:     vector<string> tokens = subsample(orig_tokens, subsample_t, min_count);
405:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
406:
407:     unordered_map<string,float> noise_pdf = construct_noise_cdf(tokens);
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408:     vector<pair<string,float>>  noise_cdf = pdf_to_cdf(noise_pdf);
409:
410:
411:     //
412:     // Initial Information and values
413:     //
414:
415:     // vocab
416:     set<string> seen;
417:     vector<string> V;
418:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
419:         if (seen.count(tokens[i]) == 0) {
420:             seen.insert(tokens[i]);
421:             V.push_back(tokens[i]);
422:         }
423:     }
424:
425:
426:     // display vocab size
427:     cout << tokens.size() << " tokens" << endl;
428:     cout <<      V.size() << " words " << endl;
429:
430:     // initial embeddings
431:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> W = build_initial_W_embeddings(V)

;
432:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>         C = build_initial_C_embeddings(V)

;
433:
434:     // list of sense assignments and instance vectors (for customer assignme

nts)
435:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> ice_chunks = word_to_ice_chunk(V)

;
436:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>>      ice_counts = build_ice_counts(V);
437:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>>      ring_index = build_ice_counts(V);
438:
439:     // sum of all reps (makes eviction fast)
440:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> ice_sum = word_to_ice_chunk(V);
441:
442:     // how frequently each sense appears
443:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>> sense_counts = build_ice_counts(V);
444:
445:
446:     //
447:     // Iterate over corpus
448:     //
449:     clock_t start=clock(), now, prev=start;
450:     int words_done;
451:     for (int epoch_num=1 ; epoch_num<=epochs ; ++epoch_num) {
452:         cout << endl << "epoch: " << epoch_num << endl;
453:
454:         words_done = 0;
455:
456:         for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
457:
458:             // the word
459:             const string &word = tokens[i];
460:
461:             // the context
462:             //int window_size = (rand() % max_window_size) + 1;
463:             int window_size = max_window_size;
464:             int start = i-window_size >= 0        ? i-window_size : 0       
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  ;
465:             int end   = i+window_size <  num_toks ? i+window_size : num_toks

-1;
466:
467:
468:             //
469:             //  Determine sense
470:             //
471:
472:             // centroid of context vectors
473:             MatrixXf ice = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, 1);
474:             for (int ind=start ; ind<=end ; ind++) {
475:                 if (i != ind) {
476:                     ice +=   (1.0/(abs(i-ind)))
477:                            * (1/noise_pdf[tokens[ind]])
478:                            * C[tokens[ind]];
479:                 }
480:             }
481:
482:             // normalize the ICE
483:             ice /= sqrt(dot(ice,ice));
484:
485:             // how many times have we seen this word?
486:             vector<int> &counts = sense_counts[word];
487:             int occurences = std::accumulate(counts.begin(), counts.end(), 0

);
488:             double branching_score = crp_branching / (occurences+1) ;
489:
490:             vector<float> scores = customer_scores(word, ice, ice_chunks, ic

e_counts, branching_score);
491:
492:
493:             // sample from the distribution to chose the customer assignment
494:             std::discrete_distribution<int> customer_distribution(scores.beg

in(), scores.end());
495:             unsigned customer_assignment = customer_distribution(rng);
496:
497:             // determine sese assignment
498:             unsigned sense;
499:             if (customer_assignment == scores.size()-1) {
500:                 sense = W[word].size();
501:             } else {
502:                 int index = customer_assignment;
503:                 bool found = false;
504:                 for ( unsigned m=0 ; m<ice_counts[word].size() ; m++ ) {
505:                     index -= ice_counts[word][m];
506:                     if (index < 0) {
507:                         found = true;
508:                         sense = m;
509:                         break;
510:                     }
511:                 }
512:                 if (found == false) {
513:                     cout << "BIG PROBLEM" << endl << endl;
514:                     exit(1);
515:                 }
516:             }
517:
518:             // new sense?
519:             if (sense >= W[word].size()) {
520:                 // add sense
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521:                 MatrixXf vec = MatrixXf::Random(VEC_DIM, 1).normalized();
522:                 W[word].push_back(vec);
523:
524:                 // add ICE chunk
525:                 MatrixXf chunk = MatrixXf::Zero(num_reps, VEC_DIM);
526:                 ice_chunks[word].push_back(chunk);
527:                 ice_counts[word].push_back(0);
528:
529:                 // add ring buffer index (for evictions)
530:                 ring_index[word].push_back(0);
531:
532:                 // sum of the new representative chunk
533:                 MatrixXf zer = MatrixXf::Zero(1, VEC_DIM);
534:                 ice_sum[word].push_back(zer);
535:
536:                 // new sense counter
537:                 sense_counts[word].push_back(0);
538:             }
539:
540:             // Update chunk (evict the least desirable ICE)
541:             int &index = ring_index[word][sense];
542:             ice_sum[word][sense] -= ice_chunks[word][sense].row(index);
543:             ice_chunks[word][sense].row(index) = ice.transpose();
544:             ice_sum[word][sense] += ice_chunks[word][sense].row(index);
545:
546:             if (ice_counts[word][sense] < num_reps-1) {
547:                 index++;
548:             } else {
549:                 // ’index’ will be refering to the "least desirable" ICE
550:                 // the least desirable ICE for a cluster is the ICE that is
551:                 //   closest to the centroids of the other clusters
552:                 // this encourages diversified clusters
553:                 unsigned num_senses = ice_chunks[word].size();
554:
555:                 // edge case (no other clusters yet)
556:                 if (num_senses == 1) {
557:                     index = (index + 1) % num_reps;
558:
559:                 } else {
560:                     // compute the centroids for each other cluster
561:                     MatrixXf centroids = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, num_senses)

;
562:                     for ( unsigned j=0 ; j<num_senses ; j++ ) {
563:                         if (j != sense) {
564:                             MatrixXf sum = ice_sum[word][j].transpose();
565:                             sum /= sqrt(dot(sum,sum));
566:                             centroids.col(j) = -sum;
567:                         } else {
568:                             MatrixXf sum = ice_sum[word][j].transpose();
569:                             sum /= sqrt(dot(sum,sum));
570:                             centroids.col(j) = sum;
571:                         }
572:                     }
573:
574:                     // compute similarity between every candidate and centro

id
575:                     MatrixXf sim = ice_chunks[word][sense] * centroids;
576:
577:                     // row-wise addition
578:                     MatrixXf eject_scores = MatrixXf::Zero(num_reps,1);
579:                     for ( unsigned j=0 ; j<num_senses ; j++ ) {
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580:                         eject_scores += sim.col(j);
581:                     }
582:
583:                     // pick the ICE representative that has the highest scor

e
584:                     int max_ind = 0;
585:                     float max_val = eject_scores(max_ind);
586:                     for (int j=0 ; j<ice_counts[word][sense] ; j++ ) {
587:                         if (eject_scores(j) > max_val) {
588:                             max_ind = j;
589:                             max_val = eject_scores(j);
590:                         }
591:                     }
592:
593:                     // this will be ejected next!
594:                     index = max_ind;
595:                 }
596:             }
597:
598:             // Update counts (keep counting until you fill the chunk
599:             if (ice_counts[word][sense] < num_reps) {
600:                 ice_counts[word][sense] += 1;
601:             }
602:
603:             // Increase counter for how many times that sense has appeared
604:             sense_counts[word][sense]++;
605:
606:
607:             //
608:             // Compute gradients here
609:             //
610:
611:             alpha_range += 4;
612:             float alpha = orig_alpha;
613:             //float alpha_progress = alpha_range * (i/(float)num_toks);
614:
615:             // update every protion % through the tokens
616:             now = clock();
617:             if (now - prev > CLOCKS_PER_SEC) {
618:                 prev = now;
619:                 printf("%cAlpha: %f  Progress: %.4f%%  Words/sec: %.2fk ",
620:                        13,
621:                        alpha,
622:                        float(i)/num_toks,
623:                        float(words_done)/1000);
624:                 fflush(stdout);
625:                 words_done = 0;
626:             }
627:             words_done++;
628:
629:             const MatrixXf &h = W[word][sense];
630:             for (int j=start ; j<=end ; ++j) {
631:                 if (i != j) {
632:                     const string &context = tokens[j];
633:                     negSamplingCostAndGradient(word, sense, h, context, W, C

, V, k, noise_cdf, alpha);
634:                 }
635:             }
636:         }
637:     }
638:
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639:     cout << endl << endl;
640:
641:     // serialize embeddings
642:     serialize_W_embeddings(W, sense_counts, max_window_size);
643:     serialize_C_embeddings(C);
644:     serialize_ice_reps(ice_chunks, ice_counts);
645:
646:     return 0;
647: }
648:
649:





69

Appendix D

biscuit.cc
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1:
2:
3: #include <iostream>
4: #include <vector>
5: #include <string>
6: #include <fstream>
7: #include <unordered_map>
8: #include <set>
9: #include <cstdlib>

10: #include <cstdio>
11: #include <cmath>
12: #include <ctime>
13: #include <Eigen/Core>
14: #include <numeric>
15: #include <sstream>
16:
17:
18: using namespace std;
19: using namespace Eigen;
20:
21:
22: const int VEC_DIM = 200;
23: const int RAND_SEED = 500;
24:
25:
26: #define dot(u,v) ((u.transpose() * v).eval()(0))
27: #define length(u) (sqrt(dot(u,u)))
28: #define cosine(u,v) ( dot(u,v) / (length(u) * length(v)))
29: #define sigmoid(z)  (1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-z)))
30:
31:
32: // generate a real number between 0 and 1
33: std::mt19937 rng{ 0x1337 };
34: float rand_0_1(void) {
35:     return uniform_real_distribution<float>{ 0, 1 }(rng);
36: }
37:
38:
39: // reads the tokenized data from "filename" and returns a list of strings
40: vector<string> read_corpus(string filename, bool dev=false) {
41:     cout << "reading: " << filename << endl;
42:
43:     // list of tokens
44:     vector<string> tokens;
45:     string token;
46:
47:     // read file token by token
48:     int i=0;
49:     ifstream myfile;
50:     myfile.open(filename, ios::in);
51:     if (myfile.is_open()) {
52:         while (not myfile.eof()) {
53:             if (dev and (i++ >= 40000)) break;
54:             myfile >> token;
55:             tokens.push_back(token);
56:         }
57:         myfile.close();
58:     }
59:
60:     cout << "reading corpus complete" << endl << endl;
61:     return tokens;
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62: }
63:
64:
65:
66:
67: // build a dictionary of random embeddings (one per word in vocab)
68: unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> build_initial_C_embeddings(const vector<strin

g> &V) {
69:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> W;
70:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
71:         W[*it] = MatrixXf::Random(VEC_DIM, 1).normalized();
72:
73:     //return W;
74:
75:     cout << "initializing C vectors" << endl;
76:
77:     // initialize using pretrained context vectors
78:     ifstream C_init_file;
79:     C_init_file.open("../misc/text8.w2v", ios::in);
80:
81:     int num_vecs;
82:     int dim;
83:     C_init_file >> num_vecs >> dim;
84:
85:     for ( int i=0 ; i<num_vecs ; i++ ) {
86:         string word;
87:         MatrixXf vec = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM,1);
88:         C_init_file >> word;
89:         for ( int j=0 ; j<VEC_DIM ; j++ ) {
90:             C_init_file >> vec(j);
91:         }
92:
93:         W[word] = vec.normalized();
94:     }
95:
96:     return W;
97: }
98:
99:

100: // build a dictionary of random embeddings (one per word in vocab)
101: unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> build_initial_W_embeddings(const vect

or<string> &V) {
102:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> W;
103:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it) {
104:         vector<MatrixXf> vec;
105:         W[*it] = vec;
106:     }
107:     return W;
108: }
109:
110:
111:
112: int sample_cdf(const vector<pair<string, float>> &cdf) {
113:   float r = rand_0_1();
114:   while (r > cdf.back().second)
115:     r = rand_0_1();
116:   int ind = lower_bound(
117:     begin(cdf), end(cdf), r,
118:     [](pair<string, float> const& a, float b){ return a.second < b; }
119:   ) - begin(cdf);
120:   return ind;
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121: }
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127: // write the learned embeddings out to file
128: void serialize_C_embeddings(const unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> &W) {
129:     // embedding filename
130:     char filename[200];
131:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-ddcrp.C");
132:     cout << filename << endl;
133:
134:     // write embeddings to file
135:     ofstream embed_file;
136:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
137:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
138:         embed_file << W.size() << endl << endl;
139:         for (auto it=W.begin() ; it!=W.end() ; ++it) {
140:             embed_file << it->first << endl << it->second.transpose() << end

l << endl;
141:         }
142:         embed_file.close();
143:     }
144: }
145:
146:
147:
148: void serialize_ice_reps(unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &ice_chunks,
149:                         unordered_map<string,vector<int>>      &ice_counts) 

{
150:
151:     // embedding filename
152:     char filename[200];
153:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-ddcrp.reps");
154:     cout << filename << endl;
155:
156:     // write embeddings to file
157:     ofstream embed_file;
158:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
159:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
160:         for (auto it=ice_chunks.begin() ; it!=ice_chunks.end() ; ++it) {
161:             for (unsigned i=0 ; i<it->second.size() ; i++) {
162:                 embed_file << it->first << "-" << i << endl;
163:                 for (int j=0 ; j<ice_counts[it->first][i] ; j++) {
164:                     embed_file << (it->second)[i].row(j) << endl;
165:                 }
166:                 embed_file << endl;
167:             }
168:         }
169:         embed_file.close();
170:     }
171: }
172:
173:
174:
175: // write the learned embeddings out to file
176: void serialize_W_embeddings( unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &W,
177:                              unordered_map<string,vector<int>> &counts,
178:                              const int &window_size ) {
179:     // embedding filename
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180:     char filename[200];
181:     sprintf(filename, "vectors-ddcrp.W");
182:     cout << filename << endl;
183:
184:     // write embeddings to file
185:     ofstream embed_file;
186:     embed_file.open(filename, ios::out);
187:     if (embed_file.is_open()) {
188:         embed_file << W.size() << endl;
189:         embed_file << window_size << endl << endl;
190:         for (auto it : W) {
191:             for (unsigned i=0 ; i<(it.second).size() ; i++ ) {
192:                 embed_file << it.first << "-" << i << endl;
193:                 embed_file << counts[it.first][i] << endl;
194:                 embed_file << (it.second)[i].transpose() << endl << endl;
195:             }
196:         }
197:         embed_file.close();
198:     }
199: }
200:
201:
202:
203: // text preprocessing - subsample some words away (esp. high-frequency ones)
204: vector<string> subsample(const vector<string> &orig_tokens,
205:                          float                 subsample_t,
206:                          float                 min_count   ) {
207:     // count frequencies
208:     unordered_map<string, int> orig_freqs;
209:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens)
210:         orig_freqs[token] += 1;
211:
212:     // delete rare words AND subsample
213:     vector<string> tokens;
214:     for (auto& token : orig_tokens) {
215:         if (orig_freqs[token] >= min_count) {
216:             float p =   (sqrt(orig_freqs[token] / (subsample_t * orig_tokens

.size())) + 1)
217:                       * (subsample_t * orig_tokens.size()) / orig_freqs[toke

n];
218:             if (p > rand_0_1())
219:                 tokens.push_back(token);
220:             }
221:         }
222:
223:     return tokens;
224: }
225:
226:
227:
228:
229:
230: // for a list of tokens, build a CDF distribution (list of (word,cumulative)

)
231: unordered_map<string,float> construct_noise_cdf(const vector<string> &tokens

) {
232:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
233:
234:     // re-count frequencies (because subsampling removed a few)
235:     unordered_map<string,int> freqs;
236:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
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237:         freqs[tokens[i]] += 1;
238:     }
239:
240:     // noise probability distribution is unigram ^ (3/4)
241:     unordered_map<string,float> scaled_freqs;
242:     float N = 0;
243:     for (auto it=freqs.begin(); it!=freqs.end(); ++it) {
244:         float val = pow(it->second, 0.75);
245:         scaled_freqs[it->first] = val;
246:         N += val;
247:     }
248:
249:     // normalize the list of frequencies
250:     unordered_map<string,float> noise_pdf;
251:     for (auto it=scaled_freqs.begin(); it!=scaled_freqs.end(); ++it) {
252:         float p = it->second/N;
253:         noise_pdf[it->first] = p;
254:     }
255:
256:     return noise_pdf;
257: }
258:
259:
260: vector<pair<string,float>> pdf_to_cdf(unordered_map<string,float> &noise_pdf

) {
261:
262:     // normalize the list of frequencies
263:     vector<pair<string,float>> noise_cdf;
264:     float mass = 0;
265:     for (auto it=noise_pdf.begin(); it!=noise_pdf.end(); ++it) {
266:         float p = it->second;
267:         mass += p;
268:         pair<string,float> p_tuple(it->first, mass);
269:         noise_cdf.push_back(p_tuple);
270:     }
271:
272:     return noise_cdf;
273: }
274:
275:
276: void negSamplingCostAndGradient(const string                     &word      

,
277:                                 const int                        &sense     

,
278:                                 const MatrixXf                   &h         

,
279:                                 const string                     &context   

,
280:                                 unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> &W   

,
281:                                 unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>   &C         

,
282:                                 const vector<string>             &V         

,
283:                                 const int                        &k         

,
284:                                 const vector<pair<string,float>> &noise_cdf 

,
285:                                 const double                     &alpha     

 ) {
286:
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287:     float cost = 0;
288:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> context_grad;
289:     MatrixXf word_grad = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, 1);
290:
291:     float pos_score = sigmoid(dot(h, C[context]));
292:
293:     cost += -log(pos_score);
294:     word_grad += (pos_score - 1) * C[context];
295:
296:     if (context_grad.count(context))
297:         context_grad[context] += (pos_score - 1) * h;
298:     else
299:         context_grad[context]  = (pos_score - 1) * h;
300:
301:     // gradient for each negative sample
302:     for (int m = 0; m < k; ++m) {
303:         int ind = sample_cdf(noise_cdf);
304:         const string& c_neg = V[ind];
305:         float neg_score = sigmoid(dot(h, C[c_neg]));
306:
307:         cost += -log(1 - neg_score); // sigm(-x) = 1-sigm(x)
308:         word_grad += neg_score * C[c_neg];
309:
310:         if (context_grad.count(c_neg))
311:             context_grad[c_neg] += neg_score * h;
312:         else
313:             context_grad[c_neg]  = neg_score * h;
314:     }
315:
316:     // update embeddings
317:     W[word][sense] -= alpha * word_grad;
318:     for (auto it=context_grad.begin();it!=context_grad.end();++it) {
319:         C[it->first] -= alpha * (it->second);
320:     }
321: }
322:
323:
324: unordered_map<string,vector<int>> build_ice_counts(vector<string> V) {
325:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>> sense_counts;
326:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
327:         sense_counts[*it] = vector<int>();
328:     return sense_counts;
329: }
330:
331:
332: // ice - instance context embedding
333: unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> word_to_ice_chunk(vector<string> V) {
334:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> chunks;
335:     for (auto it=V.begin() ; it != V.end() ; ++it)
336:         chunks[*it] = vector<MatrixXf>();
337:     return chunks;
338: }
339:
340:
341: MatrixXf build_ice(vector<string>                 &tokens      ,
342:                    unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> &C           ,
343:                    unordered_map<string,float>    &noise_pdf   ,
344:                    int                             i           ,
345:                    int                             window_size ) {
346:
347:     window_size /= 2;
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348:
349:     // the context
350:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
351:     int start = i-window_size >= 0        ? i-window_size : 0         ;
352:     int end   = i+window_size <  num_toks ? i+window_size : num_toks-1;
353:
354:     // centroid of context vectors
355:     MatrixXf ice = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, 1);
356:     for (int ind=start ; ind<=end ; ind++) {
357:         if (i != ind) {
358:             ice +=   (1.0/(abs(i-ind)))
359:                    * (1/noise_pdf[tokens[ind]])
360:                    * C[tokens[ind]];
361:         }
362:     }
363:
364:     // normalize the ICE
365:     ice /= sqrt(dot(ice,ice));
366:
367:     return ice;
368: }
369:
370:
371:
372: unordered_map<string,float> determine_threshold(vector<string>          &tok

ens,
373:                                          unordered_map<string,MatrixXf> &C  

,
374:                                          int                         window_

size,
375:                                          unordered_map<string,float> &noise_

pdf){
376:
377:     unsigned TOP_N = 20;
378:
379:     // Get (up to) first 20 points for each word
380:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
381:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> first;
382:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
383:         const string &word = tokens[i];
384:
385:         if (first[word].size() < TOP_N) {
386:             MatrixXf ice = build_ice(tokens, C, noise_pdf, i, window_size);
387:             first[word].push_back(ice);
388:         }
389:     }
390:
391:     // find the median distance between two typical points for that word
392:     unordered_map<string,float> thresholds;
393:     for (auto it=first.begin() ; it!=first.end() ; ++it ) {
394:         const string &word = it->first;
395:
396:         // all pairwise distances
397:         vector<float> scores;
398:         for (unsigned i=0 ; i<first[word].size() ; ++i ) {
399:             for (unsigned j=0 ; j<i ; ++j ) {
400:                 //float score = cosine(first[word][i], first[word][j]);
401:                 MatrixXf diff = first[word][i] - first[word][j];
402:                 float score = length(diff);
403:                 scores.push_back(score);
404:             }
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405:         }
406:
407:         // median
408:         sort(scores.begin(), scores.end());
409:         int median = scores.size() / 4;
410:
411:         float threshold = scores[median];
412:         thresholds[word] = threshold;
413:     }
414:
415:     return thresholds;
416: }
417:
418:
419:
420: int choose_sense(MatrixXf         &ice      ,
421:                  vector<MatrixXf> &reps     ,
422:                  vector<int>      &counts   ,
423:                  float            &threshold) {
424:
425:     unsigned MAX_CLUSTERS = 5;
426:
427:     // if nothing is smaller than starting threshold, then make new sense
428:     bool isset = false;
429:     int sense = -1;
430:     float min_val = 1000000.0;
431:
432:     // find which rep you are closest to
433:     for ( int i=0 ; i<(int)reps.size() ; i++ ) {
434:         for ( int j=0 ; j<counts[i] ; j++ ) {
435:             MatrixXf row = reps[i].row(j).transpose();
436:             MatrixXf diff = ice - row;
437:             float score = length(diff);
438:             if (score < min_val) {
439:                 sense = i;
440:                 min_val = score;
441:                 isset = true;
442:             }
443:         }
444:     }
445:
446:     if ( (reps.size()<MAX_CLUSTERS) and (min_val>threshold) ) {
447:         sense = reps.size();
448:         isset = true;
449:     }
450:
451:     if (isset == false) {
452:         cout << "\tERROR: never found an appropriate sense!" << endl;
453:         exit(1);
454:     }
455:
456:     return sense;
457: }
458:
459:
460:
461: int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
462:
463:     srand(RAND_SEED);        // consistency for comprable runs
464:
465:     // decode args
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466:     char *corpus_file;
467:     if (argc >= 2) {
468:         corpus_file = argv[1];
469:     } else {
470:         printf("\n\tusage: %s <text-file>\n\n", argv[0]);
471:         exit(1);
472:     }
473:
474:     //
475:     // load corpus
476:     //
477:     vector<string> orig_tokens = read_corpus(corpus_file);
478:
479:
480:     //
481:     // Hyper-parameters
482:     //
483:     int min_count = 5;
484:     float subsample_t = 1e-4;
485:
486:     int epochs = 5;
487:     int max_window_size = 8;
488:     int k = 10;
489:     float orig_alpha = 0.02;
490:     float  min_alpha = 0.02;
491:
492:     int num_reps = 20;
493:
494:
495:
496:     //
497:     // Text Preprocessing
498:     //
499:     vector<string> tokens = subsample(orig_tokens, subsample_t, min_count);
500:     int num_toks = tokens.size();
501:
502:     unordered_map<string,float> noise_pdf = construct_noise_cdf(tokens);
503:     vector<pair<string,float>>  noise_cdf = pdf_to_cdf(noise_pdf);
504:
505:
506:     //
507:     // Initial Information and values
508:     //
509:
510:     // vocab
511:     set<string> seen;
512:     vector<string> V;
513:     for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
514:         if (seen.count(tokens[i]) == 0) {
515:             seen.insert(tokens[i]);
516:             V.push_back(tokens[i]);
517:         }
518:     }
519:
520:
521:     // display vocab size
522:     cout << tokens.size() << " tokens" << endl;
523:     cout <<      V.size() << " words " << endl;
524:
525:     // initial embeddings
526:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> W = build_initial_W_embeddings(V)
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;
527:     unordered_map<string,MatrixXf>         C = build_initial_C_embeddings(V)

;
528:
529:
530:     // list of sense assignments and instance vectors (for customer assignme

nts)
531:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> ice_chunks = word_to_ice_chunk(V)

;
532:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>>      ice_counts = build_ice_counts(V);
533:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>>      ring_index = build_ice_counts(V);
534:
535:
536:     // sum of all reps (makes eviction fast)
537:     unordered_map<string,vector<MatrixXf>> ice_sum = word_to_ice_chunk(V);
538:
539:     // how frequently each sense appears
540:     unordered_map<string,vector<int>> sense_counts = build_ice_counts(V);
541:
542:     // peekahead to see average vector distances
543:     unordered_map<string,float> thresholds = determine_threshold(tokens, C,
544:                                                                  max_window_

size,
545:                                                                  noise_pdf);
546:
547:     //
548:     // Iterate over corpus
549:     //
550:     clock_t start=clock(), now, prev=start;
551:     int words_done;
552:     for (int epoch_num=1 ; epoch_num<=epochs ; ++epoch_num) {
553:         cout << endl << "epoch: " << epoch_num << endl;
554:
555:         words_done = 0;
556:
557:         for (int i=0 ; i<num_toks ; ++i) {
558:
559:             // the word
560:             const string &word = tokens[i];
561:
562:             // the context
563:             //int window_size = (rand() % max_window_size) + 1;
564:             int window_size = max_window_size;
565:             int start = i-window_size >= 0        ? i-window_size : 0       

  ;
566:             int end   = i+window_size <  num_toks ? i+window_size : num_toks

-1;
567:
568:
569:             //
570:             //  Determine sense
571:             //
572:
573:             // centroid of context vectors
574:             MatrixXf ice = build_ice(tokens, C, noise_pdf, i, window_size);
575:
576:             // find which representative the ice is closest to
577:             int sense = choose_sense(ice, ice_chunks[word], ice_counts[word]

, thresholds[word]);
578:
579:             // new sense?
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580:             if (sense >= (int)W[word].size()) {
581:                 // add sense
582:                 MatrixXf vec = MatrixXf::Random(VEC_DIM, 1).normalized();
583:                 W[word].push_back(vec);
584:
585:                 // add ICE chunk
586:                 MatrixXf chunk = MatrixXf::Zero(num_reps, VEC_DIM);
587:                 ice_chunks[word].push_back(chunk);
588:                 ice_counts[word].push_back(0);
589:
590:                 // add ring buffer index (for evictions)
591:                 ring_index[word].push_back(0);
592:
593:                 // sum of the new representative chunk
594:                 MatrixXf zer = MatrixXf::Zero(1, VEC_DIM);
595:                 ice_sum[word].push_back(zer);
596:
597:                 // new sense counter
598:                 sense_counts[word].push_back(0);
599:             }
600:
601:             // Update chunk (evict the least desirable ICE)
602:             int &index = ring_index[word][sense];
603:             ice_sum[word][sense] -= ice_chunks[word][sense].row(index);
604:             ice_chunks[word][sense].row(index) = ice.transpose();
605:             ice_sum[word][sense] += ice_chunks[word][sense].row(index);
606:
607:             if (ice_counts[word][sense] < num_reps-1) {
608:                 index++;
609:             } else {
610:                 // ’index’ will be refering to the "least desirable" ICE
611:                 // the least desirable ICE for a cluster is the ICE that is
612:                 //   closest to the centroids of the other clusters
613:                 // this encourages diversified clusters
614:                 int num_senses = ice_chunks[word].size();
615:
616:                 // edge case (no other clusters yet)
617:                 if (num_senses == 1) {
618:                     index = (index + 1) % num_reps;
619:
620:                 } else {
621:                     // compute the centroids for each reps cluster
622:                     MatrixXf centroids = MatrixXf::Zero(VEC_DIM, num_senses)

;
623:                     for ( int j=0 ; j<num_senses ; j++ ) {
624:                         MatrixXf sum = ice_sum[word][j].transpose();
625:                         sum /= sqrt(dot(sum,sum));
626:                         centroids.col(j) = sum;
627:                     }
628:
629:                     // compute similarity between every candidate and centro

id
630:                     MatrixXf sim = ice_chunks[word][sense] * centroids;
631:
632:                     // row-wise addition
633:                     MatrixXf eject_scores = MatrixXf::Zero(num_reps,1);
634:                     for ( int j=0 ; j<num_senses ; j++ ) {
635:                         eject_scores += sim.col(j);
636:                     }
637:
638:                     // pick the ICE representative that has the highest scor
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e
639:                     int max_ind = 0;
640:                     float max_val = eject_scores(max_ind);
641:                     for (int j=0 ; j<ice_counts[word][sense] ; j++ ) {
642:                         if (eject_scores(j) > max_val) {
643:                             max_ind = j;
644:                             max_val = eject_scores(j);
645:                         }
646:                     }
647:
648:                     // this will be ejected next!
649:                     index = max_ind;
650:                 }
651:             }
652:
653:             // Update counts (keep counting until you fill the chunk
654:             if (ice_counts[word][sense] < num_reps) {
655:                 ice_counts[word][sense] += 1;
656:             }
657:
658:             // Increase counter for how many times that sense has appeared
659:             sense_counts[word][sense]++;
660:
661:
662:             //
663:             // Compute gradients here
664:             //
665:
666:             float alpha = orig_alpha;
667:             //float alpha_progress = alpha_range * (i/(float)num_toks);
668:
669:             // update every protion % through the tokens
670:             now = clock();
671:             if (now - prev > CLOCKS_PER_SEC) {
672:                 prev = now;
673:                 printf("%cAlpha: %f  Progress: %.4f%%  Words/sec: %.2fk ",
674:                        13,
675:                        alpha,
676:                        float(i)/num_toks,
677:                        float(words_done)/1000);
678:                 fflush(stdout);
679:                 words_done = 0;
680:             }
681:             words_done++;
682:
683:
684:             // accumulate gradients for each (w,c) pair
685:             const MatrixXf &h = W[word][sense];
686:             for (int j=start ; j<=end ; ++j) {
687:                 if (i != j) {
688:                     const string &context = tokens[j];
689:                     negSamplingCostAndGradient(word, sense, h, context, W, C

, V, k, noise_cdf, alpha);
690:                 }
691:             }
692:         }
693:     }
694:
695:     cout << endl << endl;
696:
697:
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698:     // serialize embeddings
699:     serialize_W_embeddings(W, sense_counts, max_window_size);
700:     serialize_C_embeddings(C);
701:     serialize_ice_reps(ice_chunks, ice_counts);
702:
703:     return 0;
704:
705: }
706:
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